ABSTRACT SYMMETRIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS*
BY

J. W. CALKIN

The topic discussed here belongs to the theory of linear transformations
in Hubert space and presupposes on the part of the reader a fairly thorough
knowledge of certain portions of that subject. The following material is at
most only slightly more than the minimum prerequisite: M. H. Stone, Linear
Transformations in Hubert Space and their Applications to Analysis, American Mathematical Society Colloquium Publications, vol. 15, New York, 1932,
chaps. 1-5, and chap. 9, §§1, 2, or the various writings of J. von Neumann
dealing with the same or related aspects of the theory; J. von Neumann,
Über adjungierte Operatoren, Annals of Mathematics,
(2), vol. 33 (1932), pp.
294-310; F. J. Murray, Linear transformations between Hubert spaces and the
application of this theory to linear partial differential equations, these Transac-

tions, vol. 37 (1935),pp. 301-338, §§1-5 only.
I wish here to acknowledge my indebtedness to M. H. Stone who not only
suggested the thesis indicated above, but has also made an extremely valuable contribution to the present work. Thanks are due also to J. von Neumann, with whom the author has had several fruitful conversations concerning the theory here developed. More precise acknowledgments are made in
the course of the paper.

Introduction
1. The nature and applications of the subject. The basic concept of the
present paper is embodied in a definition (Definition 1.1) which leads to a
formula associated with a certain type of transformation T in Hubert space,
analogous to the so-called "fundamental formula" associated with a differential operator coincident with its formal adjoint.f We are thus able to introduce an abstract definition of linear boundary conditions associated with
the equation Tf—\f=g, and to study the properties of such boundary conditions.
* Presented (in part) to the Society, February 26, 1938; received by the editors July 21, 1938.
Several of the theorems of Chapters III and IV are abstract formulations of results which appeared in the writer's doctoral thesis, Applications of the Theory of Hubert Space to Partial Differential
Equations, Harvard, 1937 (see abstracts 43-3-114, 43-3-209, Bulletin of the American Mathematical

Society.
t We use the term "fundamental formula" in the sense of Hadamard, Lectures on Cauchy's Problem in Linear Partial Differential Equations, New Haven, 1923, pp. 58-69; for an ordinary differential
operator, the fundamental formula is the familiar Lagrange identity.
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In this formulation, the boundary condition is regarded as defining a subset of the domain of T and thus a contraction of the transformation T (that
is, a transformation 5 such that S ç T). The main problem which we consider
is the determination of those boundary conditions which define self-adjoint
and maximal symmetric contractions of T.
The entities introduced in the fundamental definition are realizable in
terms of a wide variety of differential operators, both ordinary and partial.
In terms of such realizations, the abstract boundary conditions which we consider include the familiar self-adjoint boundary conditions of the classical
theory of differential equations. Applied to a differential operator our results
serve to characterize a wide class of differential systems for which a unique
spectral form exists.
Apart from the introduction, the paper is divided into four chapters. In
Chapter I the fundamental definitions are introduced and a few simple but
basic theorems established. Here also examples from the field of differential
operators are given. The chapter concludes with a precise statement of the
important problems to be considered. In Chapter II, manifolds possessing a
kind of symmetry, including as special cases manifolds which appear as the
graphs of symmetric transformations, are studied in detail. In Chapter III,
the situation postulated in Definition 1.1 which gives rise to the "fundamental formula" for an operator T is thoroughly analyzed. In Chapter IV,
the results of Chapters II and III are applied to the solution of the problems

stated at the end of Chapter I.
A fifth chapter dealing with the applications of the theory to certain types
of differential operators was originally planned but is not included ; applications will be considered in subsequent papers.
For the convenience of the reader, a detailed table of contents appears
at the end of the introduction.
2. Notation, terminology, and conventions. Except for minor modification and additions, we use the notation and terminology of M. H. Stone.*
We take occasion here to point out the following notations which we employ systematically aiïd which are not entirely standardized : O for a unitary
space with dimension number zero and especially for the subspace with dimension number zero of any space under consideration; ÜD(P) and $R(P) for
the domain and range, respectively, of a transformation T; P9Î for the set in
the range of T into which T takes the set 9Î in its domain. We reserve the
letter E for the designation of projections, and denote a projection with range
* Linear Transformations in Bilberl Space and Their Applications to Analysis. All citations of
Stone in the sequel refer to this book.
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3t by £5}. We find it convenient also to adopt the topological notation 9Í for
the closure of the set 9Í. Since we use this notation only where 9Î is a linear
manifold, 9c"is precisely the closed linear manifold determined by 9Í.
We employ extensively the concept of the graph of a transformation. The
graph of a transformation T with domain in a Hubert space §1 and range
in a Hubert space §2 is the manifold of vectors {/, Tf\ in the space §iffi§2;
in particular, §1 and $2 may be identical.f We also admit the possibility that
either §1 or §2 is a unitary space. Except where otherwise indicated, we denote the graph of a transformation T by the symbol 33(T). We recall that
$$(T) is a closed linear manifold if and only if T is a closed linear transformation; and that, if T* exists, (ih©§2)©93(r)
is the linear manifold of vectors

{T*f,-/}.
At various points we must discuss questions involving a space which may
be either a Hubert space or a unitary space—that is, a separable complex
Euclidean space—, and we use the terminology ordinarily associated with the
theory of transformations in Hubert space to cover both cases. This necessitates our taking the definitions of various types of transformations
in
Hubert space as definitions of transformations in unitary space also. In many
cases the distinctions which these definitions set up for transformations
in
Hubert space are vacuous for transformations in a space with finite dimension
number. For example, in a unitary space, every linear transformation
is
bounded, every linear symmetric transformation is self-adjoint, every maximal isometric transformation is unitary. These facts, however, are all well
known and in many cases self-evident. We do not, therefore, make explicit
comment at every point in the sequel where specialization to the case of
unitary space makes modification of the exposition possible.
Although we have occasion to discuss mathematical relations involving
several inner products, not all formed in the same space, we use the same
notation, namely (, ), for all inner products under consideration and state in
which space each is formed only when the context fails to make it clear.
In discussing the orthogonal sum, § = §i©§2© • • • ©§„, of a finite collection of spaces, we find it convenient to use the notation §* to mean, as
well as the space §4 itself, that manifold of vectors in § whose components in §,-, (/Vft), are all zero. More generally, if 2JÎ denotes a manifold
in Çfcj©|>42ffi • • • ©íum, (m<n), we shall on occasion use the symbol 99Îalso
to mean that manifold in § whose projection on &kí(B¡Qk2(&■ ■ • ©§*„ is 2>î
f The notion of the graph for the case $1 = ^2 is due to J. von Neumann, Annals of Mathematics,

(2), vol. 33 (1932), pp. 294-310; especially p. 299. The more general definition was introduced by
F. J. Murray, these Transactions, vol. 37 (1935), pp. 301-338; especially pp. 302-303. All future
citations of Murray refer to this paper.
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and whose projection on §,-, (J9*ki, k2, • • ■, km), is zero. However, when there
is danger of ambiguity, we use a different convention. Thus, if the space
under consideration is §©§ and 5D?is a manifold in §, we shall use the notation SDÎ+O to denote the manifold of vectors {/, 0} in i>©§ such that/is

in M.
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Chapter

I. Fundamental

concepts

1. Reduction operators. The basic notion of this paper, indicated roughly
in the introduction, we now state precisely.

Definition
1.1. Let H be a closed linear transformation in a Hilbert space
§, and let H* exist. A transformation A with domain in the graph of H* and
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with range in a unitary or Hilbert space Wl is said to be a reduction operator for
H* if the following conditions are satisfied :
(1) A is closed, linear, and has domain dense in 93iH*);
(2) there exists a unitary transformation W in SDÎsuch that

(§©§©9K)e93(.4)
is the set of all vectors [H*f, -f, WA {/, H*f) }.
The space 3)î is called the range-space of A.\

It may be observed that Definition 1.1 can be modified as follows: The
condition that A be closed linear can be omitted from (1) and the condition
(2) can be stated in a form which does not require 93(^4) to be a closed linear
manifold. It can then be proved that A is necessarily closed and linear.
From Definition 1.1, we have at once the formula

(1.1)

(/, H*g) - iH*f, g) + iA{f, H*f),WA{g,H*g})=0,

for all/ and g in 93(F*) such that A {/, F*/} and A \g, H*g) are defined. In
order to simplify the notation, we shall hereafter often write Afior A {/, H*f}.
Thus the abstract "Lagrange identity" (1.1) may be written

(1•2)
Theorem

(/, H*g) - iH*f, g) = - 04/, WAg).
1.1. The transformation

H is symmetric. The domain of A con-

tains the graph of H, and A {/, H*f\ =0 if and only if f is in the domain of F.
Thus 3)(^4)=93(F) if and only if H is self-adjoint.
Since F* exists and F is linear, F has domain dense in §4 Moreover,
since F is closed, F* has domain dense in §, and H** exists and is identically

F.§

If A {/, H*f) =0, then [H*f, -/, 0} is in (£©§©9W)e93(,4),by Definition 1.1, (2). Thus ig, H*f)-iH*g,f)=0 for all {g, H*g) in 3)(4). Since
&ÍA) is dense in 93(#*), it follows from the identity H=E** that/ is in
£)(#) and that H*f=Hf. On the other hand, if /is in £)(#) it follows, again
from the identity H=H**, that {Hf, -/, 0} is in (§©£>©9JÎ)e-93(,4).
Therefore {/, Hf} is in <£iA) and A {/, Hf} =0. Thus 2)(v4)293(F) and
,493(¿0=©. Moreover, since 93iH*) ?S)(i), we have 93iH*) 593(F). Hence
H* P H, and, since ©(F) determines §, H is symmetric.
Finally, since £>G4) is dense in 93(F*) and H is closed, the equations
f Compare our previous definition, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 24
(1938), pp. 38-42, Definition 1. That the requirement W2-\-I=0 is unnecessary was pointed out to
us by J. von Neumann (cf. Theorem 1.2 below).

Í Stone, Theorem 2.6.
§ Von Neumann, loc. cit., Theorem 2.
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®(A) =Sb(H) and23(#*)

=SS(H) are clearly coextensive. Hence the identities

A =0 and H*=H are also.
Theorem
W2+I=0.

1.2. The range of A is dense in 3DÎ,and W satisfies the identity

Since A is linear, ?fi(A) is a linear manifold and is therefore dense in SDí
if and only if $D?©9î(.4) =£). To establish the latter identity we have only to

observe that if ft belongs to 3flOdt(A), then

(/, 0) - (H*f, 0) + (Af, ft) = 0
for all {/, H*f} in <£(A), whence it follows that k = WA {0, 0} =0.
To prove the second assertion of the theorem we set g =/ in the identity

(1.2) to obtain

(/, H*f) - (H*f,f) = - (Af, WAf).
Taking the complex conjugate of both members of this equation, we have

(H*f,f) - (/, H*f) = - (WAf,Af).
Thus, for ft in 91(A), we obtain by addition of the two preceding equations
the relation (Wh, h) + (h, Wh)=0. Moreover, since W is unitary, (ft, Wh)

= (W~lh, h) and thus (Wh, h) + (W-% ft) =0 for all ft in îit(A). Hence, since

W and W-1 are bounded and ÏR(A)= 5TJÎ,
we have (Wh+W^h, ft)=0 for all ft
in 3D?.But PF-fTF-1 is self-adjoint; therefore the result just obtained implies
that its bound is zero. Consequently W+W_1=0\
or W2+I=0,
as we
wished to prove.

Theorem 1.3. Let A be a reduction operator for H*, and let T be an arbitrary
bounded self-adjoint transformation in ¡Q. Let C be the transformation which has
as its domain the set of elements {/, (H* + T)f\ of Sß(H* + T) such that \f,H*f)

is in & (A), and which takes {/, (H* + T)f) into A [f, H*f\. Then C is a reduction operator for H* + T.
To prove that C is a reduction operator for H*+T,

we seek all elements

{g*, g, h] of §©£©9)? such that

(/, g*) - ((H* + T)f, g) + (Af, ft) = 0
for all {/, H*f} in ®(A). Since $)(A) 2®(H) and ASb(H)=£>, the identity
(H+T)*=H*+T,
which holds by virtue of the fact that T is bounded, implies that g is in 3)(H*) = $)(H* + T) and that g* = (H* + T)g. Hence, since T
is self-adjoint,

{g*, g, h] satisfies the above equation for all {/, H*f\ in ^)(A)

if and only if
t Stone, Theorem 2.22.
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(/, H*g) - iH*f, g) + iAf, h) = 0
for all such {/, H*f}. But the latter condition is satisfied if and only if
h = WAg. Thus, in view of the remark following Definition 1.1 we conclude
that C is a reduction operator for H* + T.
To reveal more clearly the significance of Definition 1.1, we give now some
concrete examples of reduction operators.
Example 1. § is the space Ç2(a, b) where a^x^b
is a finite interval of
the real axis. F* is the transformation which takes / into if and has for its
domain 3)* the set of all elements/of 22ia, b) which are absolutely continuous
ona^x^b
and such that /* \f \ 2dx < <x>.The operator F is the contraction of
F*Lwhose domain 3) is the set of all elements in 3)* which vanish at a and b.
The space SD?is a two-dimensional unitary space, and A is the transformation
which takes {/, F*/} into the point of ffl with coordinates ifib),fia));
W is
the transformation which takes the point (c, d) in 9QÎinto (ic, —id). Here the
formula (1.1) is the formula of Lagrange,

f fig~'dx
- f ifgdx+ fib)TgW)
- f(a)lgja)
= 0.
Example 2. § is the same as in Example
set of all elements/of S2(a, b) such that/and/'

a^x^b

and fjf"\2dx

is finite; H*f=f".

1; the domain 35* of F* is the
are absolutely continuous on

The domain © of F consists of

those and only those elements g of 3)* such that g(a) = gÇb)=g'ia)
Hg = g". The space 59?is a four-dimensional unitary space;

=g'ib)=0;

A{f,H*f} = {fib),fia), fia), -fib)}.
The transformation

W takes (A, k, I, m) into im, I, —k, —h) and the formula

(1.1) is

j

fg^dx- j
Example

If'dx - fib)JW)+ fa)Y(a) - f'ia)gjâj+ f'ibjgjbj= 0.

3. $ is the space ?2(P) where E is the set in the ix, y)-plane

bounded by the lines x = a,x = b,y = c,y = d, a<b,c<d.

The domain 3)* of H*

is the set of all elements fix, y) of 22iE) which are absolutely continuous on

a ^ x ^ b for almost all y on c < y < d and for which fB \fx \ 2dE is finite ; H*f— ifx.
The domain 3) of F is the set of all elements g of 3)* such that \imx^agix, y)
= \imx^bgix, y)=0 for almost all y on c<y<d;
Hg = igx. The space 9K is the
space ¡£2(c, d) ©S2(c, d) ;

Af = {fib, y), fa, y)};

W{Ky), k(y)} = - i{ h(y), - k(y)}.
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Here the formula (1.1) is

fïg JE - I ifxgdEand is valid for all/and

f(b, y)Jg(bTy)dy
+ |

f(a, y)ig(a,y)dy = 0,

g in 3)*.

Example 4. § is the space %t(E) where E is the interior of the unit circle
in the (x, y)-plane. The domain 3)* of H* is the set of all elements/ of %t(E)
with the following properties:
(a) /, fx are absolutely continuous in x on the closed intervals a = x = b,
y = k interior to £ for almost all values of ft on —1< y < 1 ; /, /„ are absolutely
continuous in y on the closed intervals c^y=d,x
= h, interior to E for almost

all values of ft on —1 <x < 1 ;
(b) The integrals

f \f*\2dS,Jfs \fy\*dS,Jfs \fxx\HS,Jfs \f

\2dS

J s

exist on every closed set 5 interior to E;
(c) —V2/= —fxx—fw is an element

H* is the transformation

of &(£).

with domain 3)* which takes / into

—V2/. The

domain 3) of H is the subset of elements g of 35* such that g = gx = gv = 0 almost

everywhere on the boundary C of E. The space SO?is S2(C)ffiS2(C). The
domain of A is the set of all elements {/, H*f] of 58(H*) for which /(s) and
df/dn= —fxy'(s)+fvx'(s),
where s denotes arc length on C, are elements of

UC);
Af= {f(s), - df/dn} .
W is the transformation
which takes \h(s), k(s)\ into {ft(s), —h(s)\.
formula (1.1) is here the familiar identity of Green,

The

- J fV^gdE+ f gV2fdE- f fd~gjdñ-ds
+ f df/dn-g'ds= 0.
Je

J e

J c

J c

Here the domain of A is not identically $8(H*) as it is in each of the first three
examples.
In later papers we shall deal in some detail with applications of the theory
developed in the present memoir. Consequently we omit here proofs that
the examples just given are valid illustrations of the situation described in

Definition 1.1.
By means of Theorem 1.3, further examples are readily constructed from
the ones just given. In particular; in Theorem 1.3 if H* is a differential operator and T an integral operator, the sum H* + T is an integro-differential oper-
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ator of a type previously studied from various points of view by many writers.
Before proceeding, we point out that it is possible to define a reduction
operator A on the graph of the adjoint of an arbitrary symmetric transformation F. A proof of this fact is given later (Theorem 2.9).
2. Linear boundary conditions. We introduce now a general definition of
linear boundary conditions which describes, in particular, all the linear selfadjoint boundary conditions ordinarily considered in connection with the differential operators of Examples 1-4.
Definition
1.2. Let A be a reduction operator for H* with range-space 59?.
Let 'SI be a linear manifold in 50?,and let 3)(5?) be the set of elements f in the
domain of H* such that Af is defined and belongs to 9?. Then F(9?) denotes the
contraction of H* with domain 3) (5?) and Af z St is called the boundary condition
defining F (3?). If the equation Af=h does not have a solution f for a dense set
of elements h in 9?, the boundary condition is said to be degenerate; otherwise it is
said to be nondegenerate.
Theorem 1.4. The transformation F(9?) of Definition 1.2 is a linear extension of H and H* g 7J*(9?) 2 F(59?©iF9t), where W has the same meaning as
in Definition 1.1. // T is an arbitrary linear extension of H such that

93(P)S 3)04), then 9?=493(P) is a linear manifoldin 59?and P=F(9Î).
Since 9? is a linear manifold and A a linear transformation, the condition
Af z 9? clearly describes a linear manifold of elements/of 3)(F*). Thus, since
F* is linear, F(9?) is also. Furthermore, since 9? is linear, it contains the ele-

ment 0 of 59?. Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, F(9?)=F,

and this implies

H* o 7J*(9?). The relation F*(9?) 2 F(59?eW9?) is an immediate consequence

of Definition 1.2 and the identity (1.2).
If 93(P) =3)G4), it follows at once, from the fact that 93(P) is a linear
manifold and A a linear transformation, that 9?=^493(P) is a linear manifold.
The relation P=F(9?) is a consequence of Definition 1.2 and the hypothesis

93(P)93)04).
3. The fundamental problem. We are primarily concerned here with those
transformations F(9?) which are symmetric. In order to isolate the boundary
conditions i/t?}
which define such extensions of F, we introduce the follow-

ing definition :
Definition
transformation

1.3. // 59?is a unitary or Hubert space and W is a unitary
in 59? such that W2+I=0,
a linear manifold 9? in 59? is said

to be W-symmetricif W31g 59Î09Î.
Theorem 1.5. 7/ 9? is a linear W-symmetric manifold, the transformation
F(9?) of Definition 1.2 is a linear symmetric extension of H. If S is a linear
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symmetric extension of H such that 33(5) g 35(^4), then A SB(S) is a linear W-

symmetric manifold in 9JI.
Theorem 1.5 follows from Theorem 1.4 and the identity (1.2).
We can now state with some precision the twofold problem whose solution
is our primary object.
Problem.
(1) To determine conditions on 91 necessary and sufficient for
H CHI) to be maximal symmetric and conditions on 91 necessary and sufficient
for H(9l) to be self-adjoint; (2) if D(A) ^^(H*),
to determine conditions on 9Ï
necessary and sufficient for H (91) to be maximal symmetric and conditions necessary and sufficient for H(91) to be self-adjoint.
We leave to the reader the interpretation in terms of Examples 1-4, and
in terms of others which he may construct, of the concepts introduced in this
section and the one preceding.!

Chapter

II. IF-symmetric

manifolds

1. Isometric transformations. The present chapter is devoted almost entirely to an analysis of the concept of.JF-symmetry introduced in Definition
1.3. This analysis is based on a simple correspondence between PF-symmetric
manifolds and isometric transformations which is immediately suggested by
a well known correspondence between symmetric and isometric transformations,:]: and which has previously been described by O. Teichmuller.§ Before
proceeding to the discussion of this correspondence, we state in a form
adapted to our special purposes certain facts concerning isometric transformations.
Definition
2.1. Let F be a closed isometric transformation from a space iç>i
to a space ¡Q2where each of the spaces $i, §2 is either a unitary space or a Hilbert
space. Let m and « be, respectively, the dimension numbers of the manifolds

$i©35(F) and §2©3î(F). Then the number pair (m, «) is called the (§i, ¿p2)deficiency index of V. If V is a non-closed isometric transformation from §i to
f In this connection, the following material will be found suggestive: chap. 10, §§2, 3 of the
book of Stone, especially Theorems 10.7, 10.16, and 10.18; the paper of I. Halperin, Closures and
adjoints of linear differential operators, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 38 (1937), pp. 880-919;
especially pp. 883-891; the writer's abstract 43-3-114, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society.

XJ. von Neumann, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 102 (1929), pp. 49-131, especially pp. 80-91;
or Stone, chap. 9.
§ Operatoren im Wachschen Raum, Journal für die reine und angewandte

Mathematik

(Crelle),

vol. 174 (1935), pp. 73-124; especially pp. 99-107. Some of the theorems of the present chapter are
only slight variations of results stated by Teichmüller. However, since his analysis does not lend itself
readily to our purposes and would, in any case, have to be considerably supplemented at several
points, it appeared to us desirable to carry through a complete independent treatment.
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§2, the (§i, §2)-deficiency index of V is also said to be the ($1, §2)-deficiency
index of V. If V has either domain identically §1 or range identically §2, V is
said to be a maximal isometric transformation from §1 to §2; if both conditions
are satisfied, V is said to be a unitary transformation from §1 to §2.

Theorem 2.1. Let §1 and £>2be separable complex euclidean spaces with
dimension numbers j and k, respectively. A necessary and sufficient condition
that a closed isometric transformation from §1 to §2 be unitary imaximal isometric) is that its (§1, §2)-deficiency index be (0, 0) ieither ip, 0) or (0, p)).
If either j or k is zero, the class of all isometric transformations from §1 to §2
contains only the linear transformation whose domain is O. // both j and k are
different from zero, the class of all maximal isometric transformations from §1
to §2 has the cardinal number of the continuum.
Let j and k be different from zero. If j = k < K 0, every maximal isometric
transformation from §1 to §2 is unitary. If jr*k, the (£1, ^-deficiency
index of
every maximal isometric transformation from §1 to $&2is (j —k, 0) or (0, k—j)
according as j is greater or less than k. If j is greater iless) than k, and 59?is an
arbitrary closed linear manifold in §1 (£j2) such that £h©93? (§2©59?) has the
dimension number k (j), then every closed isometric transformation with domain
§i©99? and range §2 idomain §1 and range £>2©.59?)is contained in the class of
all maximal isometric transformations from §1 to §2. The class of all such transformations has the cardinal number of the continuum.
If j = k = N 0 and p is an arbitrary cardinal number on the range 0 ^ p ^ X 0,
the set of all isometric transformations from ¡Qi to !ç>2with the (§1, §2)-deficiency
index (0, p) Up, 0)) has the cardinal number of the continuum. If 59?is an arbitrary closed linear manifold in §1 (§2) whose orthogonal complement has the
dimension number No, then every closed isometric transformation with domain
§i©59? and range i£>2idomain §1 and range §2©59?) belongs to the class of all
maximal isometric transformations from §1 to £>2.The class of all such transformations has the cardinal number of the continuum.
The assertions of the preceding theorem which are not obvious are either
direct consequences of theorems of Stone (op. cit., chap. 2, §5) or are easily
proved by methods similar to those used there. We therefore omit proof.
2. PT-symmetric manifolds and isometric transformations. We state first

the following definition:
Definition
2.2. A W-symmetric manifold 9? in a space 59?is said to be
maximal W-symmetric if it has no proper W-symmetric extension. It is said to

be hypermaximal W-symmetric if W9? = 59?©9?.
We come now to the fundamental

theorem

on JF-symmetric

manifolds.
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Theorem

2.2. Let W be a unitary transformation

space 9Jt, and let W satisfy the identity W2+I=0.

in a unitary or Hubert

Let 9R+ and 9Jt~ be, respec-

tively, the characteristic manifolds of W for the characteristic values +i and —i.
Let Vw be the class of all isometric transformations from 9Jl+ to 9Jl~, and let S w
be the class of all linear W-symmetric manifolds 9lin9Jl. Then there is a one-toone correspondence between the classes Vw and S w such that, if V and 91 correspond, 91 is the range of I—V. If V and 91 correspond, so also do V and 91;
91 is a closed linear manifold if and only if V is a closed transformation. The
correspondence between Vw and S w is an isomorphism with respect to the relation c . If 91 is a closed linear manifold in S w and V its correspondent in Vw,

then

(2.1)

9JIB91 = W91+ (3«+e3)(F)) + (g)î-e9t(F)),t

the three component manifolds in the right-hand member being mutually orthogonal. A manifold 91 in S w is maximal (hypermaximal) W-symmetric if and only
if the correspondent V in Vw is a maximal isometric (unitary) transformation

from 9JI+to 90?".
We observe first that 9Jl~= 9R09Jl+. This follows from the unitary character of IF and the easily established fact that the spectrum of W consists
only of the two points +i and —i.
Consider now an arbitrary manifold 91 of the class S w- Let / be an arbitrary element of 91. Then/ has a unique resolution/=/++/-,
where/+ is in

9R+,f- in 9R-. Furthermore,

if, Wf)= (/++ /-, if+- if~) = - i(f+,/+) + *(/- /") = 0.
Thus |/~ | =|/+|,
and we can set f~= —Vf+, where V is an operator with
domain the set of elements of 5DÎ+which .are projections of elements of 9Î and
is uniquely defined at every point of its domain. Since 91 is a linear manifold
and the projections with ranges 3JÎ+ and 9Jl~ are linear transformations,
F"is
a linear transformation.
Since, as we have already seen, V preserves norm,
F is isometric. It is obvious that V belongs to the class Vw and that 91 is the
range oil —V. On the other hand, if F is an arbitrary element of the class Vw,
we have, for all / and g in the domain of V,

(f - Vf, Wig- Vg))= if - Vf, ig + iVg)= - Of, g) + HVf,Vg)- 0.
Thus the range oí I —V belongs to S w- Since it is evident that two isometric
transformations
V and Vi with domains in 9Jl+ and ranges in 9Jl~ cannot
satisfy the relation 3Î(7 —F) =9Î(7 —Fi) unless V = Vi, the first assertion of
the theorem is established.
f We use the ordinary plus sign here and throughout

manifolds.

this paper to indicate the linear sum of
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We now turn to the second. If V is an arbitrary member of the class Vw
and {/„} an arbitrary convergent sequence in the domain of V, the sequence
{/„ — Vfn} also converges, evidently to an element/— Vf of 9?. Furthermore,
if {/„} is an arbitrary convergent sequence in 9? and /„ =/„+ —F/n+, the sequences {/„+} and {Vft} must converge separately since they belong to
orthogonal linear manifolds. But then the first converges to an element/+
in the domain of V, the second to Vf+. Hence if 9? and V are in correspondence, so also are 9? and V. Since the correspondence is one-to-one, it follows

that 9? is closed if and only if V is closed.
Purely on the basis of the definition of the correspondence

between S w

and Vw it is readily verified that 9?i c 9?2implies Vi 9 V2 while Vi c V2 implies 9?i 9 9?2, where, in either case, 9?i and 9?2 correspond to Vi and V2, respectively. Since the correspondence is one-to-one, Vi = V2 if and only if
9?i = 9?2.Hence 9?i c 9?2implies Vi c V2, and conversely. Furthermore, since a
maximal isometric transformation
from 59?+ to 59?_ has no proper maximal
isometric extension from 59?+to 59?~, the equivalence, when 9? and V correspond, of the statements "9? is maximal JF-symmetric" and "Fis a maximal
isometric transformation from 59?+to 59?~" follows at once.

To establish the relation

99?© 9? = n 9?+ (59?+
O 33(F)) + (99?"© 91(F)),
where 9? is a closed linear manifold in S w, V the corresponding
Vw, we first observe that it is equivalent to the equation

member of

59?© [(99?+©35(F))+ (ÜH-eSROO)]=9? + TF9?.
But, since 59?-= 59?© 59?+,we have

59?© [(9JÎ+© 35(F)) + (59?-© 9Î(F)) ] = 35(F) + 9Î(F).
Hence we need only show that

9?+ H 9? = 35(F) +9Î(F).
As every element of 9? can be written in the form/+— F/+ and every element
of IF 9? in the form g++Vg+, where/+ and g+ belong to 35(F), we have im-

mediately 9Î+TF9Î935(F) +9?(F). On the other hand, if/+ is an arbitrary
element of 35(F), (J+-Vf+)/2 is in 9? while if++Vf+)/2 is in TF9?,whence'
we conclude that

/+ = (/+ _ 7/+)/2 + (/+ + F/+)/2
belongs to 9Î+TF9Î. Similarly, if Vg+ is an arbitrary element of 9î(F),
—ig+ —Vg+)/2 and ig++Vg+)/2

belong to the respective

manifolds

9? and
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W9Ï. Hence Vg+is in 91+ W91.Thus 9l+W9l = T)(V)+9i(V) as we wished
to show.
That 91 is hypermaximal
IF-symmetric if and only if the corresponding
member of Vw is a unitary transformation
from 9Jl+ to 9Jl~ is an immediate
consequence of the result established in the preceding paragraph. The proof
of the theorem is therefore complete.

Throughout the remainder of this chapter, IF, 9JI, 9Jl+, 9Jf~, Vw, S w have
the same meanings as in Theorem 2.2. We shall hereafter write 91= 9i(V) and
V = V(9t) to indicate that 91 and F are corresponding members of S if and
Vw, respectively.

Theorem 2.3. Let 9Rt, 9Jl2+,• ■■, 9RJ~be mutually orthogonal linear manifolds in 9Jl+. Let Vi, V2, ■ • ■, Vn be transformations of the class Vw with domains respectively 9Jlf, 9R£, ■ ■ ■ , 9Jî„+,and ranges mutually orthogonal. Then

the manifolds 9t(Vi),9t(V2), ■■■,9l(V„) are mutually orthogonal.If V is the linear transformationwith

domain 9R£+9R2++ ■■• +9Jt¿whichis

equal on9Rkto V k,

(ft= l,2, • • ■,n),V belongstoVwand9l(V)is9l(Vi) + 9l(V2)+ ■■■+9l(Vn).
Conversely, if 9li, 9l2, ■ ■ ■ , 9ln are mutually orthogonal linear manifolds in S w,
the domains, and the ranges, of V(9li), V(9l2), ■ ■ ■ , F(9î„) are mutually or-

thogonal. If 91= 9li+9l2+ ■• ■ + 9ln, 91belongs toSw and V(9l) has domain the
linear manifold determined by the domains of V(9li), V(9t2), ■■■, V(9tn) and
is equal to V(9tk) on the domain of the latter (ft = 1, 2, • ■• , «).
The truth of Theorem 2.3 follows from the definition of the correspondence of Theorem 2.2 ; we omit the details of proof.

Definition
2.3. The (50i+, 9R~~)-deficiencyindex of an isometric transformation V from 9JÎ+ to 9R~ is also called the W-deficiency index of V. If 91 is a linear
W-symmetric manifold and V(9l) has the W-deficiency index (m, «), (m, n) is
also said to be the W-deficiency index of 91.
Theorem 2.4. A necessary and sufficient condition that a closed linear manifold 91 of the class Sw be maximal W-symmetric is that its W-deficiency index
be either (m, 0) or (0, «). A necessary and sufficient condition that 91 be hypermaximal W-symmetric is that its W-deficiency index be (0, 0).
The preceding theorem is merely a restatement, in terms of the terminology introduced in Definition 2.3 of the last two assertions of Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 2.5. Let j be the dimension number of 9Jl+, ft the dimension number of 9R~. Then, if either j or ft is zero, S w contains only the manifold D in 9JI.
If neither j nor ft ¿5 zero, the class of all maximal W-symmetric manifolds in S w
has the cardinal number of the continuum.
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If j = k < N o, every maximal W-symmetric manifold in the class Swis hypermaximal; that is, has the W-deficiency index (0, 0). If j>k {k>j) holds, every
maximal W-symmetric manifold in^w has the W-deficiency index (j —k, 0)
((0, k—j)). If j = k = &o and p is a cardinal number on the range O^ptâ^o,
the class of all maximal W-symmetric manifolds with the W-deficiency index
ip, 0) ((0, p)) has the cardinal number of the continuum.
If j = k = i$o, or if j>k ik>j) holds, and 59?i is an arbitrary closed linear

manifold in 59?+(99?~)such that 59?+©S9?i
(59?-©59?i)has the dimension number
kij), the class of all isometric transformations of 59?+©59?iinto 59?" (59?+ into
59?-©59?i) is in one-to-one correspondence according to Theorem 2.2 with a subclass of the class of all maximal W-symmetric manifolds in S w- Each member
of the subclass of S w so defined has the W-deficiency index ip, 0) ((0, p)), where p
is the dimension number of 59?i.
Theorem 2.5 is for the most part a straightforward
interpretation
in
terms of the class S w of the analysis of the maximal transformations in the
class Vw which is provided by Theorem 3.1. We leave the details of verification to the reader.
While it is evidently possible to elaborate extensively the preceding analysis and, in particular, to consider the problem of determining all of the maximal W-symmetric extensions of a given IF-symmetric manifold, we refrain
from such elaboration as being both unnecessary for the applications which
we intend to make and also clearly suggested in outline by the analysis which
we have already developed and by works of similar nature to which we referred at the beginning of this chapter.
3. Illustrations and applications. We pass instead to the consideration of
two special types of transformation W which are of considerable importance
and interest.

Theorem 2.6. Let 59?=§©§ where § is a unitary or Hubert space, and
let W be the transformation which takes every vector {f, f2} of§ into i {f, —f2}.
Then W is a unitary transformation in 59?and W2+I=0.
The characteristic
manifolds 59?+and 59?- of W for the characteristic values +i and —i are §+£5
and £)+§, respectively. The class Vw is in one-to-one correspondence with the
class of all isometric transformations X in&; V in Vw corresponds to X if and

onlyif 35(F)=35(A")+0and V{f, 0} = {0, Xf} for allfin the domainof X.
V is a maximal isometric iunitary) transformation from 59?+to 59?- if and only
if X is maximal isometric iunitary) in §. If V and X correspond, 9?(F) is the

graph of —X.
The statements

regarding W are evident. The remaining assertions of the
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theorem are all proved by simple recourse to the definitions of the various
terms and symbols involved.

Theorem 2.7. Let 99?= £>©.£>where § is a unitary or Hubert space. Let W
be the transformation with domain 59?which takes {/, g} into {g, —f}. Then W
is unitary and W2+1=0.
The manifolds 59?+and 59?" in 59?are, respectively,
the set of vectors of the form {h, ih} and the set of vectors of the form {h, —ih}.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the class Vw and the class X of all
isometric transformations X in § ; V and X correspond provided {h, ih} is in
the domain of V when and only when h is in the domain of X and V {h, ih}

= {Xh,--iXh}.
The class S w contains a subclass of manifolds each of which is the graph 93(F)
of a symmetric transformation F in § ; if H is an arbitrary linear symmetric
transformation in ^>, 93(F) belongs toS w- //93(F) = 9?(F) and V corresponds to
the member of X of X according to the laws stated above, H=iil+X)il—A)-1.
F is maximal symmetric iself-adjoint) if and only if 93(F) is maximal Qiypermaximal) W-symmetric.

Again the statements concerning W are evident from inspection. In verification of the correspondence between Vw and X, we observe first that every
isometric transformation X inX clearly generates a member F of the class Vw
according to the following rules :
(1) 35(F) contains {h,ih} if and only if the domain of X contains h;

(2) V{h, ih} = {Xh, -iXh}.
On the other hand, if * belongs to Vw, the equality 21h \2= 21k |2 which
is valid whenever {k, —ik} = V{h, ih} and the linear character of F imply
that F generates a member A" of X such that (1) and (2) are satisfied.
If F is a linear symmetric transformation in §, then TF93(F) is the set
of vectors {Hf, —/} in |)ffi£>; hence the symmetry of F implies that 93(F)
is in S w. If 93(F) = 9?(F) and F corresponds to X in X, the domain of F is

the range of I-X

and F(/-A)=i(/+A).

The fact that I-X

has range

dense in § is readily shown to imply that it has no zeros and we thus have
H=iil+X)il
—X)~1. The statements
"F is maximal symmetric"
and
"93(F) is maximal IF-symmetric"
are obviously equivalent by definition
as also are the statements "F is self-adjoint" and "93(F) is hypermaximal

TF-symmetric."
Further application of the theory of IF-symmetric manifolds which we
have developed, and of the more detailed theory which we have suggested
to the study of the graphs of symmetric transformations
would clearly yield
new proofs of many of the known facts in the familiar theory of the connection between isometric and symmetric transformations.
We prefer, however,
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to postpone consideration of this theory to a later point where we are led to
it again from a different direction. Here we shall prove only a variation of one
known theorem which is intimately connected with the previously stated
fact that a reduction operator A can be defined on the graph of the adjoint
of any symmetric transformation.

Theorem 2.8. Let H be a closed linear symmetric transformation in Hubert space §, and let 3)+ and 3)~ be the characteristic manifolds of H* for the
characteristic values +i and —i, respectively. Then $8(H*)-&$i(H) is the set of
elements of $8(H*) which can'be written in the form {f++f~, if+—if~], where

f+isin£)+,f-inT)-.-\
Let W, M+, and 9Jl~ have meanings the same as in Theorem 2.7, and let F
be the isometric transformation
from 9JI+ to 9Jl~ corresponding to SB(17) in
accordance with that theorem. Since H is closed and linear, S8(i7) is a closed
linear manifold, and F is closed also. Moreover, according to equation (2.1),

(£©§)033(#)

is the manifold

WS6ÍH)© (2tt+e3)(F)) © (ÜW-eSR(F)).
But, by definition,

($e$)e®(ff)

= W%(H*).

Thus we have

WSñiB)© (SW+eSXïO)© (9R-0 9KV))= W%(H*),
and, since the three components
equivalent to the equation

on the left are mutually

orthogonal,

this is

WS&iH*)
O W&iH) = (2Jc+e3)(F)) © (SK-eSR(F)).
But W is unitary, equal to // on 9JI+, and to —il on 9R~, so that the latter
equation is equivalent to

»(E*)e»(ff)

= (9W+e3)(F)) © (üß-e«(F)).

Hence to complete the proof it is necessary only to show that (9tt+©35(F))
consists of all vectors {/+, if+] such that/+ is in 3)+ and (5Dî-©3)(F)) of all
vectors {/_, if~ } such that f~ is in 3)~.
Consider first an arbitrary element /+ of 3)+. Then H*f+ = if+, and

(g,f+) + (Hg,if+) = Hg,if+) - iiHg,f+) = 0
for all g in 3)(i7); and {f+,if+} is perpendicular to 33(H). But SB(ff ) =SR(/-F)
and $R(7) is in 9Jl~= (§©§)©Wl+. Therefore, since (/+, h) + (if+, -¿ft) =0 for
t Compare Stone, Theorem 9.4, and Teichmüller, loe. cit., pp. 104-105.
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all h in §, {/+, if+} is in 99?+©35(F).On the other hand, if {/+, if+} is in
59?+©35(F),it is perpendicular to 93(F) and we have

ig, if) - iHg,f) = - Hg,f) + iHg,if) = 0
for all g in 35(F), whence it follows that if+ = H*f+.
A similar argument establishes the analogous relation between 59?"©9î(F)
and 35~, and completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem

2.9. Let A be the projection in 93(F*) with range 93i(F*)

= 93(F*) ©93(F). Then A is a reduction operator for H*, with range-space
93i(F*)'. The transformation W associated with A by Definition 1.1 is equal
on its domain to the operator in § ©£> which takes {/, g} into — {g, —f}, where f
and g are both in §.
It is necessary for the proof of the theorem only to determine

((§©£)©93i(tf*))e9304).
Letting

Wi have the same meaning as W in Theorem

2.7, we have &®¡Q

= 93(F*)©TF!93(F). Hence

(($ © & © 93i(F*))© 9304)= ((93(F*)© ^93(71)) © 93i(F*))© 9304),
and, since JFi93(F)+£) is obviously orthogonal to 9304) in (g©§) ©93i(F*),
we have now to determine

(93(F*)©93i(F*))©9304).
But, considered as a transformation from 93(F*) to 93i(F*), A has an adjoint
from 93i(F*) to 93(F*), which is clearly equal on its domain to the identity.
Therefore, in accordance with Theorem 2.8,

(Op© $) © Si(fl*)) © 9304)
consists of those and only those elements of (|> ©£>) ®93i(F*) which are of the

form

{Hf+ if - if, -f-f-f,{-if+

if,f+f}

}-

Since, when we again take account of Theorem 2.8, these elements are revealed as precisely those elements of (§©§) ©93i(F*) which are of the form
[H*g, —g, WAg}, where W has the character stated in the theorem, the
proof is complete.
Theorem 2.6 gives complete information about the structure of the manifolds 9? of the class S w for the special operator W there considered. Theorem
2.7, however, provides this information only in the special case that 9? is the
graph of a symmetric transformation.
It is desirable, therefore, that we dis-
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cuss more fully the general case arising under Theorem 2.7. An analysis adequate for our purposes is provided by the theorem which we prove next.
Following von Neumann, we shall call a transformation
H in a space §
Hermitian if the equation (f, Hg) —(Hf, g) = 0 is satisfied for all / and g in
the domain of H.f Thus a Hermitian transformation is symmetric if its domain determines §. We emphasize that £> may have a finite dimension number and also that we do not admit, as von Neumann does in the work just
referred to, many-valued operators H.

Theorem 2.10. Let 9)1 and W have the same meanings as in Theorem 2.7,
and let 9t be an arbitrary closed linear manifold in the class S w- Let X be the
member of the class X corresponding to V(91) in accordance with Theorem 2.7.
Then X is a closed transformation. Let 3)i(X) be the characteristic manifold of X
for the characteristic value 1, and let 3)o(X) = 3)(X)©3)i(X).
Let X0 be the contraction of X with domain 3)o(X), and let ¡£>0be the closed linear manifold determined by the linear sum of the domain and range of X0- Then §0 is in
§©3)i(X), (I —X0)_1 exists, and the transformation
H = iil + Xo)(I - X0)-'
is a closed linear Hermitian

transformation

in §0- If {/, g\ is an arbitrary

ele-

ment of 91,fis in the domain of H and g = Hf+h, where ft belongs to 3)i(X). The
resolution of {/, g\ so provided is unique. 91 is maximal (hypermaximal) Wsymmetric if and only if §o=€>©33i(X) and H is maximal symmetric (selfadjoint) iniQoThat X is closed follows at once from the fact that 9? is closed, when we
take account of the relation between X and V(9l) described in Theorem 2.7.

By definition,

£0=35(X0) ©9î(Xo).

Since, also by definition,

=3D(X)e2)i(X), it follows that 35(X„)£§e3)i(X).
isometric. Therefore, as X is defined throughout

3)(X0)

But X0ÇX and X is

3)i(X) and leaves it invari-

ant, we must have 9?(X0) Ç§e35i(X). Consequently £0 £§©3)i(X).
Since (I —X0)/=0 implies (I —X)f=0 which implies in turn that/

be-

longs to 3>i(X), it follows that (I—Xo)"1 exists. That the transformation H
of the theorem is a closed linear Hermitian transformation
in the space ^j0
is readily verified on the basis of its definition in terms of X0.
If {/> g} is an arbitrary element of 91, then, according to Theorem 2,7,

f=k—Xk,g=i(k+Xk),
where ft is an element of 3)(X). Let ft = fti+ft2, where
fti belongs to 3)0(X), ft2 to 3)i(X). Then f=kl-Xk1,
g = i(ki+X0ki)+2ik2.
Thus g = Hf+h,

where h = 2ik2. That this resolution of {/, g} is unique is an

f Functional Operators (mimeographed

Study, 1933-1935),p. 2-46.

notes of lectures given at The Institute

for Advanced
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consequence

of the uniqueness

of the resolutions

k = ki+k2 for k,

and

{/,«} = [k-Xk,iik

+ Xk))

for {/,*}.
Now let us suppose that 9? is maximal JF-symmetric. Then, by Theorem
2.7, either the domain or the range of X is identically §. Consequently, either
the domain or the range of X0 is identically £>0and §0 = §©3)i(X). Furthermore, the range of I—X0 is dense in §0- For let the equation (J, g —X0g)=0
be satisfied for all g in the domain of X0 and some element / of §0. Then

if, g) ~~if, Xog) =0. Hence, if X0 has domain §0, we have /= X0*f. But it is
readily shown that X0* is equal to Xo-1 on 9?(X0) and equal to 0 on §©9î(X0).

Thus/is in 9?(X0) and f=X0~1f. Since the inverse of I—X0 exists, it follows
that/=0.
Similarly, if X0 has range §0, we have/= (AY1)*/ and a parallel
argument leads again to the conclusion/=0.
Thus H=iiI+X0)iI
—Xo)~1 is
symmetric in §0 and, since either the domain or the range of X0 is identically
ÍQo, H is maximal as well. Furthermore,
when 9? is hypermaximal
IF-symmetric, X0 has domain and range identically §0 so that in this case F is selfadjoint.
Next let us suppose that § = §0©35i(X) and that F is maximal symmetric
in £0. Then 9?= 93(F) ©^ where $ is the manifold in 59?= §©§ whose ele-

ments are of the form {0, h}, h in 35i(X). Thus 59?©9?= JF93(F*) ®W$, and
in view of Theorem 2.8 this equation reveals immediately

that 9? is maximal

ÍF-symmetric. Furthermore, if H=H*, then 93(F*) = 93(F), and 9? is clearly
hypermaximal TF-symmetric.
We bring this section to a close with a simple theorem which is revealed
later as of fundamental importance.

Theorem 2.11. Let A be a reduction operator with domain in the graph of
the adjoint H* of a symmetric transformation H in a Hilbert space §. Let 59?be
the range-space of A, and let W be the unitary transformation associated with A
by Definition 1.1. Let 59?+and 59?" be the characteristic manifolds of W for the
characteristic values +i and —i, respectively. Let U be the transformation in

§©C>©99?which takes [fi,f2, h} into \f2, —f, Wh}. Then U is a unitary transformation in £ffi§©59? and U2+I=0. The graph 9304) of A, consisting of all
vectors of the form {/, H*f, Af} in §©^»©99? is a hypermaximal U-symmetric
manifold. The characteristic manifolds of U for the characteristic values +i and
—i are, respectively, the manifold 2+ consisting of all elements of the form

{/, if, h+}, wheref is in §, h+ in 59?+,and the manifold 2~ of all elements of
theform {/, —if, /?_}, wherefis in § and A_in 99?-.
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Since it is an immediate

consequence of Definition

¿7SBG4)
= (§©§©

1.1 that

5Dc)
O SB04),

it is necessary only to establish that U has the properties

rem. That U2+I=0

stated in the theo-

is readily verified:

U2{h,h, h) = ü{ft, - /i, Wh\ = {- /i, - ft, W2h\
and T72ft= —ft. From inspection it is evident that 8+ and 8~ are at least subsets of the indicated characteristic manifolds of U; that they must be identically those manifolds is an immediate consequence of the easily proved
equality

8+ + 8- = £ © § © 9J?.
4. Real IF-symmetric manifolds. Just as it is desirable to consider the
special properties of symmetric transformations
which are real with respect
to a conjugation, so here it is desirable to consider "real" JF-symmetric mani-

folds.
We recall that a conjugation Jin a Hubert space or unitary
a one-to-one transformation of 90?into itself such that

P^I,
and that a transformation

space 9JI is

(Jf,Jg) = (f~~g)= (g,f),
T in 59?is said to be real with respect to J if it

permutes with J.f
Definition
2.4. A linear manifold 91 in a unitary or Hubert space 59?is
said to be real with respect to a conjugation if it contains Jf whenever it contains f.
Theorem 2.12. // a linear manifold 91 in 59?is real with respect to a conjugation J, then the closed linear manifold which 91 determines is real with re-

spect to J.
For a linear manifold 91 to be real with respect to J it is necessary and sufficient that (1) J91 = 91; if 91 is also closed, either of the following conditions is nec-

essary and sufficient:(2) 59?09?is real with respect to J, (3) (59Î09?) =J(9Jl09t).
Since a conjugation / is evidently continuous, it follows at once that the
closed linear manifold 91 determined by a linear manifold 91 is real with re-

spect to J, if 91itself is.
If 91 is real with respect to /, then J91
set, then J29l is also a proper subset of
however, since J2=I. Thus the condition
of 91 with respect to /; that it is sufficient
t Stone, pp. 357-365.

is a subset of 91; if it is a proper sub91. The latter is clearly impossible,
J91 = 91 is necessary for the reality
is obvious. For 91 closed, the neces-
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sity and sufficiency

of the condition

(3) now follow from the fact that

(Jf, Jg) = (f,g) for all /in 9?and g in 59?©9?,and the fact that / takes 9?into
itself and (1). Since (2) is, by (1), equivalent
Lemma 2.1. A unitary transformation

to (3), the proof is complete.

W, W2+I=0,

permutes with a con-

jugation J if and onlyif 59?_
= 759Î+and 59?+
= JÎBl~.
The proof is immediate.
Theorem 2.13. Let VI be a closed W-symmetric manifold in 59?, and let
V = F (9?). Then for 9? to be real with respect to a conjugation J which permutes
with W, it is necessary and sufficient that the identity V=JV^J
hold.
We observe first that 79? is IF-symmetric,

since the relations

ÎF9?= S9?©9?, /tFD?Ê99?©/9?,

WM B99?© 79?

are equivalent. Also, if 9?= 9?(7- V), then P9? = 9Î(/-/F-1J),

and JV~U is

isometric with domain in 59?+and range in 59?- by Lemma 2.1. Hence, by

Theorem 2.2, 9?=P9? if and only if V=JV~lJ,

and the proof is complete.

Theorem 2.14. Let 59?= £>©|>, let W be as in Theorem 2.7, and let J0 be a
conjugation in ÍQ. Then the transformation J in 59? defined by the equation
/{/, g} = {Jof, Jog} is a conjugation which permutes with W. A closed linear
W-symmetric manifold 9? in 59?is real with respect to J if and only if the manifold 35i(X) and the transformation H associated with 9? by Theorem 2.10 are
real with respect to 70.

The first assertion is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.1.
If F is real with respect to J0, then 93(F) is real with respect to 7, by
definition. Furthermore, the manifold 0+35i(X)
in 59?= §ffi§ is clearly real
with respect to 7 if 35i(X) is real with respect to Jo- Thus, since

9? = 93(F) + (0+351(X)),
9? is real with respect to 7 when F and 35i(X) are real with respect to Jo.
On the other hand, suppose 9? is real with respect to J. Then

793(F) + (O + 7o35i(X))= 93(#) + (O + D,(X)).
But 793(F)=93(70F7o) and 7035i(X) is orthogonal to the range of 70F70.
Furthermore J0HJ0 is readily shown to be a Hermitian transformation.
But
according to Theorem 2.10, F and 35i(X) orthogonal to the range of F are
uniquely determined by 9?; so we have
JoHJo m H,
Consequently

JoTiiX)

= TiiiX).

F and 35i(X) are real with respect to J0.
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Chapter

III. Reduction

operators

1. An alternative definition. In this chapter we examine in detail the situation described in Definition 1.1, with particular attention to the structure of
transformations A satisfying the conditions of that definition.
Before proceeding, we introduce the following notations whose meanings
remain fixed throughout the chapter:
Definition

3.1. H is a closed symmetric transformation

in Hilbert space §,

with domain 3) ; 35*is the domain of H* ; SBand SB*are the graphs of H and H*,
respectively; 35+ and 35" are the characteristic manifolds of H* for the characteristic values +i and —i, respectively; S8+ (SB-) is the subset of SB*defined as

follows: {/, H*f) in SB*is in S8+(S3")if and only iff is in 3)+ (£r).
We recall from Theorem 2.8 that S8*©SB= S8++SBTheorem 3.1. If A is a reduction operator for H*, the contraction A\ of A
with domain [(S8++S8-)-35(^1)] is a closed linear transformation with domain
dense in S8++SB-"and range dense in 93?,the range-space of A. The transformations A* and Ar1 exist and

(3.1)

AfmQArlW,

where Q is the transformation in SB+H-SB-which takes \f,g\ into {g, —/},/ and g
being elements of §.
Conversely, if Ai is any closed linear transformation with domain dense in
S8++S8- and range in a unitary or Hilbert space 59?,and if Ar1 exists and satisfies (3.1) for some unitary transformation W in 59?,then the closed linear transformation A with domain 3)(^4i)+SB which is equal to O on SB and to A\ on
35(41), is a reduction operator for H*.
We note first that 35iA i) is dense in SB++S8~, since SBis a closed linear
manifold in 35(.<4)and 35(^4) is dense in SB*. Thus the existence of .4* is assured. Furthermore, the existence of Ar1 is assured by Theorem 1.1, and the
relation A*oQArxW follows at once from Definition 1.1.
Hence we have only to show that QA^WoA*;
to do this we take direct
recourse to the definition of the adjoint. Accordingly, we consider an arbitrary vector {/, H*f, ft} in (S8++S3-) ©59? such that the equation

ig,f) + iH*g, H*f) - (Ag, H*g, h) = 0
is satisfied for all {g, H*g} in 35(41). Since {/, H*f] is by hypothesis in
SB*©S8,the equation is satisfied for all {g, H*g\ in 35(üi) if and only if it is
satisfied for all {g, H*g} in 35(.4). Thus, by Definition 1.1, we must have
{/, H*f} = {H*k, -k},-h
= WAi{k,H*k}. Consequently, since W=- W~\
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[k, H*k} = - ArW-'h

= ArlWh.

But {/, H*f} =A?h and {/, H*f} =Q{k, H*k}. Therefore, whenever h is in
the domain of ^4*, Wh is in the domain of Ar1 and A*h = QArlWh. Thus
Ai*cQA r1W.
If, on the other hand, A i is given with the properties specified in the theorem, it is readily shown that its linear extension A defined by the relations

A=Ai on 3504i), A =0 on 93, satisfies the conditions of Definition 1.1 and
so is a reduction operator for F*.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, the subscript 1 attached to the
symbol for a reduction operator indicates the contraction defined in Theorem
3.1. With this convention, we may take as the definition of a reduction operator the identity (3.1). The latter has the advantage of greater transparency;
in particular, it reveals at once the following important information:
Theorem 3.2. The range of a reduction operator A for H* is the entire
range-space 59?of A if and only ifWlisa unitary space or A is bounded.
If 59?is unitary, A is necessarily bounded,
tion of the dimension number of 59?.

so we may suppress considera-

Obviously A is bounded if and only if A i is and thus if and only if A* is.
But A* being closed is bounded if and only if its domain is 99?, and, by the

identity (3.1), its domain is 59?if and only if the domain of Ar1 (that is, the
range of A) is 59?.
On the basis of Theorem 3.2, it would be possible to proceed at once to
the solution of the problem proposed at the end of Chapter I for the case that
A is bounded. For unbounded reduction operators, however, more elaborate
analysis is necessary.
2. Characterization of all reduction operators. We give now a characterization of all reduction operators which, except for minor points of detail, is

due to M. H. Stone.
Theorem 3.3. If A is a reduction operator for H*, with range-space 59?,
and X is an arbitrary isometric transformation with domain 59? and range 9?,
then C = XA is a reduction operator for H*, with range-space 9?. The unitary
transformation in 9? associated with C by Definition 1.1 is U=XWX~X. The
characteristic manifolds of U for the characteristic values +i and —i are X99?+
and X99?", respectively, where 59?+and 99?~are the characteristic manifolds of W
for the characteristic values +i and —i, respectively.

We set Ci m XA,, obtaining A i - X~lCi, A? m d*X, A r1=CrxX. Thus from

the identity (3.1) we have CfX^QC^XW, or CfmQC^XWX-1, which by
Theorem 3.1 implies that C = XA is a reduction

operator

for F*.
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To prove the final assertions of the theorem, we make use of the identities

UX = XW, X-W = WX-\ If Wh= ah, we have, by the first identity,
UXh = Xah = aXh. On the other hand, if (7ft= aft, we have, by the second
identity, aX~1h=X~1ah = WX~1h. Setting a equal first to i and then to —i,
we obtain at once the desired result.
Definition
3.2. If A and C are reduction operators for H*, with range-spaces
59?and 91, respectively, C is said to be equivalent to A, C~vl, if there exists an
isometric transformation X with domain SO?and range 91 such that C = XA.
Theorem

3.4. Let A, C, and D be reduction operators for H*. Then C~A

implies A ~C, and D~C, C~A imply D~A.
The proof is immediate.

Definition
3.3. The class of all reduction operators for H* which are equivalent to a single reduction operator A is called the equivalence class of A, or merely
an equivalence class.
We can now characterize all reduction operators for H* by characterizing
a representative member of each equivalence class. Our method is to show that
iCXi)112 m G4í¿i)1/2 whenever A and C are equivalent and that Bi m iA?Ai)112
defines, in accordance with the second paragraph of Theorem 3.1, a reduction
operator B for H*, which is equivalent to A. Thus B, or B\, completely determines the equivalence class of A. Our characterization of Bt is based on

the following theorem :
Theorem 3.5. Let 8 be a Hilbert or unitary space. Let T be a nonnegative
definite self-adjoint transformation in 8 such that T~l exists and satisfies the
identity T=QT~XR, where Q and R are unitary transformations in 8 such that

Q2=R2=—I.

Then R = Q~l, and the resolution of the identity E(\) in 8 asso-

ciated with T has the following properties:

(1) Ei\)=Ofor\^0;
(2) £(X)-(3(/-£(l/X-0))Q-1>/-0<X<a»;
(3) the range 91 of E(\ —0) is a Q-symmetric manifold;

(4) the range of I-Eil) is Q9t;
(5) the range $ of Eil) -£(1-0)

is of the form $ = 9?i+9t2, where 9?i and

9?2 are closed linear manifolds belonging to the characteristic manifolds of Q for
the characteristic values i and —i, respectively.
Let 91 be an arbitrary closed Q-symmetric manifold in 8, and let E^ÇK) be a

resolution of the identity in 91 such that E^iX)=0,
the conditions
(6)

£(X) = £g,(X)£„,

(7)

E(l) = Ea,

for

X?S0; .Eg¡(l—0) =1. Then

X < 1;
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whereU = 20Q'i}l;

(8)

£(X) = Qil - £(1/X - 0))Ö"',

for

1 < X < oo,

define a resolution of the identity E(K) in 2 whose associated s elf-adjoint transformation T is nonnegative definite and has an inverse such that T^QT^Q-1.

Since T=QT~XR is self-adjoint, we have also T=R^T^Q"1,

iQT^RY^R^T^Q-1

the identity

being easily established. Hence T2= QT-2Qfi, or

T^^iQT^Q'1)2.
As QT-^Q-1 and T are both nonnegative definite, we conclude that they are equal and thus that R = Q~1 on 35(P). Since the latter
manifold is dense in 2, and R and Q"1 are both bounded, we have R = Q~l.
Now let P(X) be the resolution of the identity associated with T. Then the
fact that T is nonnegative definite and has an inverse has as a consequence
(1) of the theorem. To prove (2) we first recall that the unitary equivalence
of two self-adjoint transformations is a necessary and sufficient condition for
the unitary equivalence of the corresponding resolutions of the identity for
each value of the real parameter X which appears in the definition of both.f
Since the resolution of the identity P(X) for T~x is obtained from that for T
according to the equations

F(X) = 0,
F(X) = I - £(1/X - 0),

X = 0,
0 < X < oo,

the unitary equivalence of T and P_1 under the unitary transformation
Q
yields the relation (2). From (2) we obtain at once £(1 -0) =Q(7-¿(l))^1
which implies (4) ; and, since the range of I—£(1) is orthogonal to the range
of P(l—0), (3) now follows. In order to establish (5) we have only to observe that £(l)-P(l-0)
has range S©(9?+Q9?) and then apply Theorem

2.2.
To prove the second part of the theorem we note first that the self-adjoint transformation
T associated with the resolution of the identity defined
by the relations (6), (7), and (8) has an inverse whose resolution of the
identity P(X) is obtained from P(X) in the manner indicated above. Thus we
have E(K) =QP(X)Q_1 which, according to a theorem already indicated, im-

plies T^QT^Q-1.
Theorem 3.6. Each equivalence class zA of reduction operators for H*
contains one and only one operator B with range-space 93++93- such that Bi
is a nonnegative definite self-adjoint transformation in 93++93-. If B is such a
reduction operator, Bi^QB^Q'1.
If A is an arbitrary reduction operator in the

equivalence class of B, then A*A=B2 and A*Ai=B?.
t Stone, Theorem 7.1.
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Let the class zA be given, and let C belong to zA. Then the transformation
C*Ci is a nonnegative definite self-adjoint transformation
and has a unique
nonnegative definite square root Blt B? = C*Ci, such that Bx = XCi, where X
is an isometric transformation with domain the closure of the range of Ci and
range the closure of the range of C*.f Thus X is an isometric transformation
with domain the range-space 59?of C and range S8+-T-S8-.By Theorem 3.3,
B=XC belongs toa/f. Since Bi = QB^XW X~x, where IF is the unitary opera-

tor in 59?associated with C, we have by Theorem 3.5, B1= QBr1Q~1. Now let
A be any other member of the class zA. Then A\ = YCi and A* = C*Y-1,
where F is isometric. Thus A*Ai=B?,
from which the equation A*A=B2
follows at once, since A *=A*. In particular, if Ai is self-adjoint in SB++SB-,
we have Ai =Bi2. Consequently, if A i is also nonnegative definite, we must
have Ax=Bi. Thus B is unique, and the proof is complete.

Definition
3.4. If A is a reduction operator for H*, EA(\) denotes the
resolution of the identity in S8+-T-SB-associated with (A*Ai)112.
Theorems 3.3, 3.5, and 3.6 evidently provide a constructive characterization of all reduction operators for H*. This characterization,
since it allows
us to study an arbitrary reduction operator A in terms of the self-adjoint
transformation Bi = (A*Ai)112 whose properties are described in Theorem 3.5,
leads to comparatively simple proofs of many theorems which are otherwise
established only with considerable difficulty. In particular, it reveals the effect of the deficiency index of H on the reduction operators for H*.
Theorem 3.7. Let A be a reduction operator for H*, and let 59?and W have
the same meanings as in Definition 1.1, 59?+and 59?" the same meanings as in
Theorem 2.2. Let m and n be the dimension numbers o/59?+ and 59?~,respectively.
Then in, m) is the deficiency index of H.
A necessary and sufficient condition that there be unbounded reduction operators for H* is that H have the deficiency index (fci0, ^o)-

Evidently SB- and S8+are the characteristic manifolds of Q_1 for the characteristic values i and —i, respectively. But then, by Theorems 3.6 and 3.3,
we have S8~= X59?+ and S8+= X59?~, where X is an isometric transformation
with domain 90?and range S8++SB~. Thus SB- has the dimension number m,
S8+ the dimension number «. Since SB- and S8+ clearly have the same dimension numbers as 35~ and 35+, respectively, the deficiency index of H is («, m).
To prove the second assertion of the theorem, we observe first that a reduction operator A is unbounded if and only if Bi = (i*ii)lft
is unbounded.

Now let 9? be the range of EA(1~0).
t Murray, Theorem 1.24.

Then, by Theorem 3.5, the range of
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isQ9?and 9?is Ç-symmetric. Furthermore, on (93++93-)©(9î+Ç9?),

Bi = I. Thus Pi induces a bounded transformation in (93++93")©Q9?, and so
is unbounded if and only if it induces an unbounded transformation in Ç9?.
Since it is evident that Pi can be constructed with this property if and only
if 9? has the dimension number N0, and since, by Theorem 2.2, 9? can be
chosen with that dimension number if and only if both of the characteristic
manifolds of Q are Hubert spaces, the proof is complete.
3. The graph of a reduction operator. For further study of reduction operators, we now call into play Theorem 2.11. We preserve the meanings of
all the symbols introduced in that theorem.

Theorem

3.8. The space 93+£)

in §©$©59?

is

U-symmetric

and

93+£)£9304), the equality holdingif and only if H = H*. Let Z be the isometric transformation with domain 2+ and range 2" associated with 93+0 by
Theorem 2.2, and let Y be the unitary transformation of 2+ into 2~ associated

with 9304) in accordance with Theorems 2.11 and 2.2. Then ZÇY, the equality
holding if and only if H=H*. The manifolds 2+ and 2~ admit the decompositions

(1)
(2)

2+ = 35(Z)© 93+© 99?+,
8- = 9?(Z)© 93" © 99?-,

where the three component manifolds in each case are mutually orthogonal, and

93-©99?-=F(93+©59?+).
That the relation 93+£)£9304) holds is obvious, since 93 is the manifold
of zeros of A. Hence, by Theorem 2.2, Zç F, and 93+0=3504) if and only if
Z=Y. But if 93+0=3504), then A =0, and conversely. Since A =0 if and
only if H=H*, the first two assertions of the theorem are established.
As we observed in Theorem 2.11, the manifold 2+ consists of all vectors

in f>©£©99? of the form {/, if, h+}, where h+ is in 59?+,and 2~ of all vectors
of the form {/, —if, h-}, where Ä_is in 59?_.Since, if
X=iH

- U)iH+

U)-\

we have35(X) =§©35+ and 9î(X) =§©3)-, it is readily shown, by reason of
the relation between X and Z made evident by Theorem 2.7, that 93+©59?+
= 8+©35(Z) and that 93-©59?- = g-©9î(Z). From these equations the assertions of the theorem concerning the decomposition of 2+ and 2~ follow.
Finally, the equation 93" ©99?- = F(93+©59?+) is a consequence of the unitary character of F and the facts already established.

Theorem 3.9. Let 93+04),93-04), 93+04),and 93-04) be the subsetsof
93041)definedas follows:{/, H*f,Af} in 93041)is in 93+04)iff is in 35+,and
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in 93-(.4)*// is in 35"; {/, H*f,Af} is in 93+04)*/Af is in 99?+,
and in 93_04)
if Af is in 99?".Then
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

93+04)=
93-01) =
93+04)=
93-04) =

(/
(I
(/
(/

-

F^)99?-,
F)59?+,
F->)93-,
F)93+;

and

(5)
(6)

93040©93+04)=93+04),
93041)©93-04) =93-04).

Thus

(7)

%(A) = 93+ 93+04)+ 93+04)= 93+ 93-04),+ 93_(¿).

From Theorem 3.8 it is evident that every element of 93040 can be
written in the form (/ —F) {/+, if+, h+} where /+ is in 35+ and h+ is in 59?+,
or equivalently in the form (/ —F-1) {/-, —if-, h-} where f~ is in 35", hin 99?-. However, since F"1 takes 93-+S9?- into 93++99?+, it is clear that

the projection of (/ —Y~l){f,

—if~, hf\ on §©§

is in 93+; that is, that

iI-Y-1){f~, -if-, A-} is in 93+04))if and only if/- = 0. Thus (1) is valid.
Equations (2), (3), and (4) can be verified by entirely similar arguments.
Equation (5) then follows from equations (1) and (3) and equation (2) of
Theorem 3.8, while (6) follows from (2) and (4) and equation (1) of Theorem
3.8. The relations (7) are consequences of (5) and (6) and the fact that

93040=9304)©(93+D).
It is worth while to point out here a second characterization
of reduction
operators which is suggested by Theorems 2.11, 3.8, and 3.9. The facts can
be stated as follows: Let § be a Hubert space, F a closed linear symmetric
transformation in §. Let Q be the transformation in §©§ which takes {/, g}
into {g, —f}, and let Z be the isometric transformation corresponding to the
Q-symmetric manifold 93= 93(F) in accordance with Theorem 2.2. Let 59?+
and 59?" be complex euclidean spaces with the same dimension numbers as
93" and 93+, respectively. Let F be an arbitrary isometric transformation with

domain 35(Z)+93++59?+ and range 9î(Z)+93-+99?- such that YoZ, such
that Ps8-Fá+ = 0 for h+ in 99?+implies h+ = 0, and such that

Em-y{f,if}

=0

for {/+, if+} in 93+ implies/+ = 0. Then 9î(/—F) is the graph of a reduction
operator A for F*. We leave the proof of these assertions to the reader.
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Theorem 3.10. Let S8^+= S8+-35(4), %r = %r-W),

9JtA+
= 9Jt+-91(A),

9JlA~
= 9)l~-9i(A): Then 33a+, 33a", 59?A+,
and 59?i~are linear manifolds everywhere dense in S8+, SB-, 59?+, and 59?", respectively. Each of the equations

SB/ = SB+,33a~= SB",59?a+
= 59?+,9JlA~
= 59?-,is valid if and only if A is bounded.
If V is the isometric transformation

that iAM^^VAi,

with domain 99? and range 33++53" such

then 33a-= F39?a+,S8A+=V9Jlr.

The manifolds 33a+, S8i~, 59?a+,and 59?a~are characterized

0)

93/ = E9 e z%+(A) = E9 e 9 Y-m-,

(2)
(3)

SB¿-= EçmS8-(A) = EçmY9il+,
9JlA+= E„&+(A) = E^F-'SB-,

(4)

SOCA"
= En&-(A)

by the equations

= EmY%+,

where each of the projections £$©$ and E<mhas domain £>®^> © 59?,and Y has
the meaning assigned to it in Theorem 3.8.
Again we denote by 9? the range of EA(1— 0), and by Sß the range of

EA(l)-EA(l-0).

Then 9? and $ both reduce B1= (A?Aiy'2, and in $,

Bi = I, while in 9?, Bx induces a bounded self-adjoint transformation.
Furthermore, by Theorem 3.5, ty = SB^+SBr, where 33+ and SBr are closed linear manifolds in 33+ and SB", respectively; in addition, applying the same theorem and

Theorem 2.2, we have Tr3
= (SB++SB-)e(9?+Ç9?)and 9?+Ç9î=35(X) + ÎJi(X),
where X is an isometric transformation

and 35(X) = SB+©S8i+,9i(X) = SB-©S8f,

9l(I-X) = 9l.
Now let 9?i be the range of the transformation
B2 induced in 9? by Bx.
Then, since B2 is self-adjoint and has an inverse, 9?i is a linear manifold

dense in 9?, and 35(41) = 35(#i) = ^+9?+<29?,. Hence

35C4)-S8+
=35(^i)-S8+ = 33++ (9?+ <29?i)-SB+,
3504)•SB-= 35(^11)-SB= SBr+ (9?+ QSR,)-»-.
Consequently, 33a+ (33a~) is dense in S8+ (33-) if and only if (9?+Q9?i) -33+

((9?+Ö9?i)-SB-)is dense in 35(X) (5R(X)).
To prove that the latter condition is satisfied, we denote by Xi the isometric transformation
from S8+ to SB~ such that 9?i = 9t(7 —X¡). Then evi-

dently Q9ti = 9til+Xi).

Thus, since 9t 2 31(7-Xi), we have

(9?+ Qfti)•33+= 35(Xi),

(9?+ Ç9îi)•33" = 9?(XX),

and

33a+= 33i++ 35(Xi),

33a-= 33r+ 9?(Xi).

But, since the closure of 9?i is 9?, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that Xi=X,
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and therefore that the closures of the domain and range of Xi are, respectively, the domain and range of X. Furthermore, 9?i = 9? if and only if B2
has a bounded inverse; that is, if and only if A is bounded. Thus Xi=X if
and only if A is bounded. Therefore 93/ and 2&A~
are linear manifolds every-

where dense in 93+and 93~,respectively, and 93/ = 93+,93JT= 93" if and only
if A is bounded.
We now observe that 9?(Pi) = F9?(^!) and, since (9?+<29?i)-93+

= (9?i+Q9?)-93+
and (9î+Q9?i)-93-=(9?!+Ç9?)-93-,that
350BO-93+
= 9Î0BO-93-, 35(Pu)-93"= 9î(Pi)-93-.
Consequently,

taking

account

of the relations

93-=F59?+,

93+=F59?-,

we

have 93/ = F59?j", 93a"= F59?/. Thus, since F is isometric, it follows that
59?/ and 99?a~are dense in 99?+and 59?-, respectively, and that 59?/= 59?+,
59?a"= 99?- if and only if A is bounded. Thus the facts stated in the first
paragraph are all established.
The equations with which the theorem concludes are consequences
Theorems 2.11, 3.8, and 3.9, as the-reader can readily verify.

of

Theorem 3.11. Let A be a reduction operator for H*, and let Y have the
same meaning as in Theorem 3.8. Let F be the transformation with domain 99?+
which is equal on its domain to E^Y, and let G be the transformation with domain
93+ which is equal on its domain to P$®$F. Then F and G are bounded linear
transformations with ranges in 59?" and 93~, respectively. The adjoints F* and
G*, with the respective domains 59?" and 93", are equal on their domains to

PskF-1 and Eçqç.Y-1, respectively. If A is bounded, F, G, F*, and G* each have
as bounds constants less than 1 ; if A is unbounded, F, G, F*, and G* each have
the bound 1, but none of these transformations attains its bound. Finally,

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

W - F) = A&r = 7^93-04),
m -F*)=Ax93/

= £^93+04),

9?(/ - G) = ArmA- = Peee93_04),

m - G*)= ¿rW

= £©©$33+04)-

That F and G are bounded linear with bounds less than or equal to unity
is an immediate consequence of their definitions in terms of the isometric
transformation
F. That their ranges are in 99?- and 93", respectively, follows

from the equation 93-+59?-= F(93++99?+)of Theorem 3.8. Since the adjoint
from 2+ to 2~ of F is Y~l and since E^@^Y~l99?" is orthogonal to 59?+,while
Pan F-1®~ is orthogonal to 93+, we have at once that F* and G* are equal on
their domains to P^F-1 and P^g^F-1,
respectively.
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Now consider all elements

[0,0, h+}-Y[0,0,

of 93(^4) = 9Î(Z—F) which are of the form

h+}, where h+ is in 99?+.By Theorem 3.8, every such

element can be written in the form { —f~,if~, At —A-}, where {/-, —if"} is
in 93", hr in 99?". Conversely, every element of 93~04) can be written in the
form {0, 0, h+} —Y {0, 0, A+}, where h+ is in 59?+. Furthermore, we have

A+—A_=—A{/-, —if~}, h~=Fh+. Let us suppose, then, that the bound of P
is 1. Then we can choose a sequence

{An+}in 59?+so that

| A„+| =1, | hñ\ -*1,

n—»00,where A„~= PA„+. But, if [fñ, —ifz, hñ}=Yh¿, this implies that
limn^l {fn, —ifn~}\=0. Consequently, since h¿—h'ñ=A{fñ, —ijñ} and
lim„<0O|h£—hñ\ =21/2, it follows that A is unbounded.
Now let us suppose that A is unbounded. Then, by Theorem 3.9, 93/" is a
linear manifold dense in 93-, 93^-^93". Therefore the bounded linear transformation with domain 59?+which is equal on its domain to P§ © $ F has an unbounded inverse, since otherwise its range, which according to Theorem 3.9 is
93/", would be closed. Consequently, we can choose a sequence { \fñ, —ifñ\ }

in 93/" such that

lim I {/„-,- ifñ] |=0,

I Ew+A
{fn, - ifñ}\ = 1.

n—+00

Let Ett+A {/.-, -if'}

= A+. Then

I A+ l2 = [{/„-, if-}\2 + \Fk+\2.
Thus limB_00|PA,+| =1, and P has the bound 1.
The analogous facts concerning G are readily established by entirely similar arguments making use of the transformation Ar1 and the fact that Ar1
and A are bounded or unbounded together; we omit the details.
Since F* and G* evidently have the same bounds as P and G, respectively,

it follows that F* and G* have the bound 1 if and only if A is unbounded.
iNow suppose that |PA+| =\EwYh+\ =|A+| for some A+ in 99?+.Then,
since F isunitary, P$©§FA+ = 0, which clearly implies A+= 0. Hence P never
attains the bound 1. Similar arguments serve to establish that F*, G, and G*
never attain the bound 1.
The formulas with which the theorem concludes are readily verified and
we omit detailed proofs.
4. Two types of reduction operator. We have previously had occasion to
distinguish between bounded and unbounded reduction operators. For reasons which will be made clear later, it is necessary for us now to distinguish
two distinct types of unbounded reduction operator. Furthermore, although
it is not necessary, it is clarifying also to distinguish two corresponding types
of bounded reduction operator. Hence we introduce the following definition:
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Definition
3.5. A reduction operator A for 77* is said to be of type I if
at least one of the manifolds 33a+, 33a" of Theorem 3.9 contains no closed linear
manifold with the dimension number No- Otherwise A is said to be of type II.

Theorem 3.12. A bounded reduction operator A is of type I if and only if
one of the manifolds 33+, 33" is a unitary space.
Theorem

3.12 is an immediate

consequence

of the fact that when A is

bounded we have, according to Theorem 3.10, 33a+= 33+,33a"= 33".
In our investigation of the significance of Definition 3.5 for unbounded
reduction operators, the following lemma plays an essential role.
Lemma 3.1. Let §i and §2 be Hilbert spaces, and let T be a closed linear
transformation with domain dense in §i and range in ¿p2. Then a necessary and
sufficient condition that T be totally continuous is that each closed linear manifold
in its range have a finite dimension number.

We first take account of the fact that the transformation T is totally continuous if and only if T* is,| the existence of T* being assured by the hypothesis that35(D is dense in £>. But-T* m F(7T*)1/2, where F is isometric; thus
T is totally continuous if and only if the nonnegative definite self-adjoint
transformation (7T*)l/2 in §2 is totally continuous; furthermore, (rr*)1/2
has the same range as T.% Consequently, it is sufficient to prove the lemma for
the case that £h = £>2= § and T is a nonnegative definite self-adjoint transformation in $; we now restrict our attention to this case.
But even further simplification is possible. For if 9? denotes the manifold
of zeros of T, §©9? reduces T; and, in §©9?, T induces a nonnegative definite self-adjoint transformation
T%whose inverse exists; moreover, 7\ which
has the same range as T, and is totally continuous if and only if T is. Consequently, since the trivial case that §©9? is a unitary space is readily
disposed of, it is permissible to assume that the nonnegative definite transformation T in § has an inverse.
We now prove the necessity of the condition for the specialization of the
lemma which we have shown to be equivalent to the general statement. Let
us suppose that T is totally continuous and that 90?is a closed linear manifold
in the range of T. Let 9? be the closed linear manifold determined by the set
into which T~l takes 59?,and observe that since T is closed and totally continuous, it is bounded and defined throughout §. Hence the transformation To with domain 9? -35(7), which is equal on its domain to T, is a bounded
linear transformation with domain 9? and range 90?. Furthermore TV1 exists
f Banach, Théorie des Opérations Linéaires, Warsaw, 1932, p. 100, Theorem 5.

î Murray, Theorem 1.24.
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and is closed. Hence, since its domain is the entire space 59?,70_1is bounded.f
Consequently, if U is a bounded set in 9J?, TV1!! is a bounded set in 9?. But,
since T is totally continuous, this implies that U is a compact set in 59?.Therefore every bounded set in 99?is compact, from which it follows that 90?has a
finite dimension number.
¡Now let us suppose that no closed linear manifold in 9?(7) has the dimension number N0- Let £(X) be the resolution of the identity associated with T,
and let {X„} be a monotone decreasing sequence of positive real numbers
convergent to zero and having no member belonging to the point spectrum

of T. Let £(Ai)=7-£(Xi),

£(An) =E(Xn_i)-E(Xn), « = 2, 3, 4, • • • . Then

the range 59?nof £(A„) reduces T, and T induces in 90?„a transformation
T„
with bounded inverse. Moreover, T»1 is closed and therefore is defined
throughout 59?„.Hence 9D?„belongs to the range of T and, in consequence, is
a unitary space. It follows that the points of the spectrum of T on the
interval X„_i^X^X„ are finite in number and are all characteristic
values
(the characteristic values of 7„) and that each such characteristic value has
finite multiplicity. Thus the characteristic values of T all have finite multiplicity and can be arranged in a sequence which is bounded and has, as its
only possible limit point, the origin, while the continuous spectrum of T is
either empty or contains only the origin. (Here, since 7_1 exists, the latter
alternative must hold and the origin must be, in fact, a limit point of the
spectrum.) Since these spectral properties of T, deduced from the hypothesis
that its range contains no Hilbert spaces, are known to be sufficient for the
total continuity of T,% the lemma stands established.

Theorem

3.13. Let A be an unbounded

reduction

operator,

and let

B! = iA*Ai)112.Let Sßbe the manifold on which B\ = I. Then for A to be of type I
it is necessary and sufficient that both of the following conditions be satisfied:
t Murray, Theorem 1.25.
Î The theorem which we use here can be .stated briefly as follows: If the characteristic

values
other than zero of a self-adjoint transformation T each have finite multiplicity and are either finite
in number or form a bounded set with zero as its only limit point and if the continuous spectrum of T
contains no point except possibly the origin, then T is totally continuous. We find no proof of this
result in the literature, although the theorem has been stated and used by several writers. It may not
be amiss, therefore, to point out here that the theorem follows almost immediately from a theorem of
S. Banach {Théorie des Opérations Linéaires, Warsaw, 1932, p. 96, Theorem 2). The latter states that
the class of all totally continuous transformations T in a Banach space is closed in the topology defined
by setting 12i—2»| equal to the bound of Ti— T2. Since the spectral properties of T described in the
theorem in question permit us to conclude that T either has a range with a finite dimension number
or is the limit in the sense of the above topology of a sequence of transformations each with that
property, and since every linear transformation whose range has a finite dimension number is obviously totally continuous, no further argument is required. Another proof of the theorem, which does
not make use of Banach's result, has been communicated to the author by B. Lengyel.
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(1) Pi induces a totally continuous transformation in the range of EAi\— 0);
(2) at least one of the manifolds 93+• ty and 93~-fisa
unitary space.

Since both of the manifolds 93+-ty and 93~-$ belong to 35(Pi) =35(.ái),
the necessity of
the assumption
P^(l —0) by Pi,
the range of B0,

(2) is evident. To prove the necessity of (1), we start with
that the transformation
P0, induced in the range 9? of
is not totally continuous. Then, by Lemma 3.1, there is, in
a closed linear manifold 9?i with the dimension number N 0.

Thus 9?i is in the domain of Pó-1. Therefore, by Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, Q9?i
is in the domain of Pi, where Q = il on 93+, Q= —il on 93". Consequently,
9îi+Ç9?i is in the domain of Pi. But since 9?i is Ç-symmetric and closed,
9?i = 9?(7 —X), Ç9?i = 9î(/+X), where X is closed and isometric with domain

in 93+and range in 93", by Theorem 2.2. Hence 35(X) and Üí(X) both belong
to the domain of Pi, and both of these manifolds are Hubert spaces because
9?i is a Hubert space. Hence, if P0 is not totally continuous, A is of type II,
and therefore (1) is necessary as we wished to prove.
We prove now the sufficiency of the two conditions. We assume first that
93+- ty is a unitary space and denote by 9?0the range of the transformation P0
introduced above. Then, by applying Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, we can resolve
the domain of A i according to the equation

35041)= 35(Pi) = 9? + Ç9?o+ 93+?5+ »-•$.
Now let X be the isometric transformation associated with 9? by Theorem
2.2, Xo the isometric transformation
associated with 9?0. Then X0 = X. Furthermore, 35(X0) contains no Hubert spaces if 9?0contains no Hubert spaces
and thus, according to Lemma 3.1, if P0 is totally continuous.
But

3504i)•93+= (9?+Q9?o)
■93++%•93+and thus 93/=3)040 •93+= 35(X0)+ $ 93+.
Consequently, if +1•93+ is a unitary space and (1) is satisfied, 93/ contains no
Hubert spaces. On the other hand, if +V93- contains no closed linear manifold
with the dimension number N0 and (1) is satisfied, an entirely similar argument leads to the conclusion that 93/" contains no closed linear manifold with
the dimension number N0- Thus (1) and (2) are sufficient for A to be of type
I and the proof is complete.

Theorem 3.14. Let Y have the same meaning as in Theorem 3.8, 59?/ and
99?a"the same meaning as in Theorem 3.10. Then for a reduction operator A to
be of type I, any of the following conditions is necessary and sufficient:
(1) At least one of the manifolds 59?/, 99?/" contains no closed linear mani-

fold with the dimension number K0(2) Either the transformation with domain 59?+which is equal on its domain
to Esß-Y or the transformation with domain 59?" which is equal on its domain to
Psb+F-1 is totally continuous.
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(3) Either the transformation with domain 33+ which is equal on its domain
to Ew-Y or the transformation with domain 33_ which is equal on its domain to
Tistt+F-1 is totally continuous.
By Theorem 3.10, the two transformations
defined under (2) have ranges
SBa" and 33/, respectively. Thus the necessity and sufficiency of (2) follow
at once from Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, since the two transformations defined
under (3) have ranges, respectively, 59?a~~
and 59?a+,the same lemma serves to
establish that the conditions (1) and (3) are coextensive. Thus we can complete the proof by showing that (1) is necessary and sufficient, and the latter
follows at once when we recall from the proof of Theorem 3.11 that

9JIa~= F33a+and 59?a+
= F33a~,where F is isometric.
For use later, we introduce
Definition

now the following definition:

3.6. Let A be a reduction

operator

of type I, and

let

Bi=iA*Ai)112. Let 93be the manifold on which Bi = I, and let j and ft be the
dimension numbers of 93-33+ and 93-33", respectively. Then, if j exceeds ft,
(/—ft, 0) is called the characteristic index of A. Otherwise, (0, k—j) is called
the characteristic index of A.
Theorem 3.15. Let A be a bounded reduction operator of type I, and let m
be the dimension number of 59?+,« the dimension number of 59?". Then, if « exceeds m, in —m, 0) is the characteristic index of A; otherwise (0, m—n) is the
characteristic index of A.
Let 7 be the isometric transformation

associated with the range 9? of EA(l-0)

with domain in 33+ and range in 33"

by Theorem 2.2. Then 33+©35(7)

= ^•33+, 33-©9?(7) = 93-33-,by Theorems 3.5 and 2.2, and 35(7) and 9?(7)
have the same dimension number. Furthermore, since A is bounded and of
type I, at least one of the manifolds 33+, 33" is a unitary space. Consequently,
since 33+ and 33~ have the same dimension numbers as 59?+and 59?", respectively, we have at once n —m=j —k, where ft and/ have the same meanings
as in Definition 3.6, and the theorem follows.
To conclude this section, we state without formal proof the following theo-

rem:
Theorem 3.16. Let A and C be equivalent reduction operators for 77*. Then
A and C are either both bounded or both unbounded and either both of type I with
the same characteristic index, or both of type II.

5. Self-adjoint extension by means of reduction operators. A fundamental problem, with which the present work is connected, is the determination
of all the self-adjoint extensions in a Hilbert space of a given symmetric transformation 77 in §. We define here a quite different type of self-adjoint exten-
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sion which is obtained by extending the space § and which is in a certain
sense—not the usual one—an "extension" of F* or of a transformation whose
closure is F*. Our construction, as well as the usual one mentioned first, is
possible if and only if F has the deficiency index in, n).

Theorem 3.17. Let H be a closed symmetric transformation in a Hilbert
space §, and let H have the deficiency index in, n), (w>0). Let 2 be a complex
euclidean space with the dimension number n. Let Q be the class of all reduction
operators A for H* which have the following properties :

(1) the range-space of A is 2 ©8;
(2) the unitary transformation

W in 8©?, associated with A by Definition

1.1, is that which lakes {h, k} into {k, —h}.
Let S be the class of all self-adjoint transformations
the following properties:

S in §©8

which have

(3) if {/, A} is in the domain of S and S {/, A}= {g, k}, then f is in the
domain ofH* and H*f=g;
(4) the set of elements {/, H*f} of 93*, such that {/, A} is in 35iS) for some A,

is dense in 93*;

(5) if {0, A}is in the domain of S, then A= 0.
Let X be the transformation
ing to the equation

which takes § ©£> ©8 ©8 into § ©8 ffi$ ©8 accord-

X{f,g,h, k} = {f,h,g,k\.
Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between Q and S such that, when A and

S correspond,93(S) = X9304).
Let A be an arbitrary

member of Q, and let 9? = X9304). Then 9? consists

of all vectors {/, A, F*/, k} in §©8©§©8

such that {/, F*/} is in 35(.4)

and {A, k}=A{f,
H*f}. Furthermore,/,
and thus {/, A}, determines k
uniquely, since/ determines
{A, k} in 8©8 uniquely through the transformation A. Thus the transformation
5 whose domain is the set of all ele-

ments {f,h} in§©8suchthat/isin35*, {f,H*f}in3504),{h,k}=A{f,H*f}
for some k in 8, and which is defined by the equation {F*/,
one-valued transformation. Furthermore, by Definition 1.1,
of the Theorem, S is self-adjoint, while by definition, S has
That S has the property (4) is a consequence of the fact that
93*. That it has the property (5) follows from the fact that

k} = S {/, A}, is a
and condition (2)
the property (3).
3504) is dense in
A is one-valued.

Thus 5 belongs to S.
Now let 5 be an arbitrary member of S ■ Then 93(5) consists of a set of
vectors of the form {/, A, F*/, k} in íq®2®!q®2. Furthermore, according
to (5), A and k are uniquely determined by/, and thus by {/, F*/}. Conse-
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A whose domain

is the set of all elements

{/, 77*/} of SB*such that for some ft and ft in 8, {/, 77,77*/, ft} is in 33(5), and
which is defined by the equation A {/, 77*/} = {ft, ft}, is a single-valued transformation. Furthermore, since 5 is linear, 33(5) is linear; thus 33(^4) = X_133(5)
is linear. Therefore A is linear. That A has domain dense in 33* follows from
(4); that it satisfies the other conditions of Definition 1.1 is an immediate
consequence of the fact that S is self-adjoint. Since it is readily verified that A
has the properties (1) and (2), A belongs to Q.
Finally, since the correspondence is described by the equation 33(5)
= X33(^4), it is clear that it is one-to-one.
We conclude with the observation, readily corroborated with the aid of
Theorem 3.3, that if 77 has the deficiency index («, «), (w^O), every equivalence class of reduction operators for H* has in common with the class Q of
Theorem 3.17 a subclass whose cardinal number is that of the continuum.

Chapter

IV. Boundary

conditions

1. Introduction. We are now prepared to discuss in detail the fundamental problem proposed in Chapter I, §3, and various questions which arise in
connection with it.
As in Chapter III, we consider a fixed but arbitrary symmetric transformation 77 in § and the adjoint 77* of 77. We consider also a fixed but arbitrary reduction operator A for 7?* and its contraction ^4i with domain
(33++33") -35(^4). We preserve the meanings of all the symbols introduced
in Definition 3.1 and adopt as standard the symbol 59?for the range-space
of A, the symbol IF for the unitary transformation in 90?associated with A
by Definition 1.1, and the symbols 59?+and 9JI" for the characteristic
manifolds of W corresponding to the characteristic values +i and —i, respectively.
Finally, except where otherwise indicated, we continue to reserve the letter Q
for the designation of the transformation of 33++ 33" into itself which is equal

to il on 33+,to -il on 33-.
2. Boundary conditions involving a bounded reduction operator. We first
dispose of the case that 90?is a unitary space and of the case that 90?is a Hilber space with A bounded. As we have already pointed out, sufficient information for the solution of our problem in this case is provided by Theorem

3.2.
Theorem 4.1. Let 90?be a unitary space, or let
bounded. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence
linear symmetric extensions S of H and the class
metric manifolds 9? in 59?; 5 and 9? correspond
words, if 5=77(9?) in the sense of Definition 1.2.

59?be a Hilbert space with A
between the class of all closed
of all closed linear W-symif yl33(5)=9?, or, in other
When S and 91 correspond,
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¿93(5*) = (99?©ÎF9?),
and thus S*=F(99?©JF9Î).If (j, k) is the W-deficiency
index o/9?, then ik,j) is the deficiency index o/F(9î). Thus F(9?) is maximal
symmetric if and only if 9? is maximal W-symmetric and F (9?) is self-adjoint
if and only if 9? is hypermaximal W-symmetric.
Let m and n be the dimension numbers of 99?+and 59?-, respectively. Then, if
either m or n is zero, H is maximal symmetric and, if both m and n are zero,
H is self-adjoint. If neither m nor n is zero, the class of all maximal symmetric
extensions S of H has the cardinal number of the continuum. If m = n<R0,
every maximal symmetric extension S of H is self-adjoint. If m exceeds n im does
not exceed n), every maximal symmetric extension S of H has the deficiency index
(0, m —n) Hn —m, 0)). If m = n = Ho and p is an arbitrary cardinal number on
the range 0 s=p ^ K 0, the class of all maximal symmetric extensions of H with
the deficiency index ip, 0) ((0, p)) has the cardinal number of the continuum.

Excluding the trivial case H=H*,
symmetric extension 5 of F. Then

we consider first an arbitrary

closed

93(5)c 93*= 3504J, ¿93(5) = Ai(93(5)© 93).
By Theorem 1.3, the latter manifold is JF-symmetric in 59?.That it is closed
is a consequence of the fact that Ar1 exists and is bounded while 93(5)©93
is closed. On the other hand, if 9? is an arbitrary closed linear îF-symmetric
manifold in 99?,¿i_19? is, by a similar argument, a closed linear manifold in

93*©93= 93++93-. Thus ¿r19?+93 is closed; since, by Theorem 1.5, it is the
graph of a linear symmetric extension S oí H, S is closed.
Consider now an arbitrary element / of the domain of 5*. Then, since

1F¿93(5) = W91, where 5 and 9? correspond, Af belongs to 59?©iF9?. On the
other hand, since by Theorem 3.2 the range of A is 99?, we can determine a
solution/in
93* of the equation ¿/=A, for every A in 99?©PF9?, and the solu-

tion/obviously

belongs to the domain of 5*. Thus ¿93(5*) =99?©1F9?, or

5*=F(99?©1F9Î).
Now let F be the isometric transformation

in 99?-such that 9î = 3î(/-F).

with domain in 99?+and range

Let 99?0
= (99?+©35(F))
+ (99?-©9?(F)).Let D

be the transformation
with domain 93(5*) which takes/into
E%i0Af, where
Em,, has domain 59?. Let W0 be the contraction of W with domain 59?o.We
shall show that D is a reduction operator for 5*. Invoking Theorem 3.1, we
can prove this by showing that the contraction
Pi of D with domain

93(5*)©93(5) is such that D? = QDrlWo, and this identity is readily shown to
be equivalent to P/f1 = (?A*Wo- We shall prove the latter.
We observe first that since Dx is bounded and has domain 93(5*) ©93 (5),
D* exists and has domain 59?0.Furthermore, since ¿93(5*) = 99?©1F9? and

¿93(5) = 9?, we see that
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7>i(33(S*)
© 33(5)) = 99?© ÍW91+ 91) = 9Jl0.

And, as 5=77(9?), if / is in 33(5*)and D{f, S*f}=0, then A {/, 5*/} is in 9?
and/is in 35(5). Consequently, we conclude that Dr1, as well as D*, exists and
has domain 59?o.Therefore, to establish the identity Dr1 = QD*W0, we need

only show that Drxh = QD*W0h for an arbitrary element ft of 59?0.
Let ft be such an element, and let {/, 5*/} = A_1ft. Then WA {/, 5*/}
= W0h+Wk, where ft is in 9?. Thus, for all {g, S*g\ in 33(5*)e33(5), we obtain

ig, S*f) - iS*g,f) + iAg, Woh+ Wk) = 0.
But Ag = Dig+r,

where r is in 9?. Thus, because (r, W0h+Wk) =0, and

iAg, Wk) =0, we have

(g, S*f) - iS*g,f) + iDlg, Woh) = 0
for all \g, S*g\ in 33(5*)©33(5). Consequently, since by Theorem 2.8

\S*f, -/} is in 33(5*)©33, Woh is in the domain of A* and Q{f, 5*/}
= -D?Woh. Therefore, since Q~x= -Q, we have QD?W0h = Dr1h.
We have thus proved that D is a reduction operator for 5*. Furthermore,
the characteristic manifolds of W0 for the characteristic values +i and —¿are

evidently 99?+©35(F) and 59?~©9?(7), respectively; and by definition, the dimension numbers of these manifolds are j and ft, respectively, where (j, ft)
is the JF-deficiency index of F. Hence, by Theorem 3.7, (ft,/) is the deficiency
index of 5=77(9?). From this it follows at once that 77(9?) is maximal symmetric if and only if 9? is maximal IF-symmetric, and that 77(9?) is self-adjoint if and only if 9? is hypermaximal JF-symmetric.
The assertions of the second paragraph of the theorem follow at once from
Theorem 3.7 and known results; we state them here because they also follow
at once from the assertions of the first paragraph and Theorem 2.5.
We shall find it convenient later to have the following simple facts stated
precisely:

Theorem 4.2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the class of all
linear Q-symmetric manifolds 9? in 33++33" and the class of all linear symmetric
extensions S of H;S and 9? correspond if and only if 33(5) = 33+ 9? and, when S
and 9? correspond,

33(5*)= 33+ «33++ 33~© <29T).
5 is closed if and only if 9? is a closed linear manifold and,.when S is closed,
the deficiency index of S is the Q-deficiency index of 91.

In so far as it applies to closed extensions 5 of 77 and closed manifolds 9?,
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Theorem 4.2 can be deduced immediately from Theorem 4.1 by setting A
equal to the reduction operator described in Theorem 2.9, the concluding
assertion concerning the deficiency index of 5 requiring the additional observation that the Q-deficiency index of 9? is (w, m), where im, n) is its Q-1deficiency index. That this result can be extended to the more general one
stated in Theorem 4.2 is readily verified, and the details may be left to the
reader.
Theorems 2.7 and 4.2 contain in essence the basis of the theory of von
Neumann in which symmetric extensions of a symmetric transformation F
are determined by means of isometric extensions of its Cayley transform
(F—F)(F+F)_1;
to perceive this one has only to note that every isometric
transformation
F from 93+ to 93" determines a unique isometric transformation X from 35+ to 35~, and conversely, according to the equation

F{/V/+} = {X/+, -*X/+}.
3. Unbounded reduction operators; preliminary questions. For the case
that A is bounded, we have in the preceding section characterized by means
of boundary conditions not only all maximal symmetric extensions of F, but
all closed symmetric extensions of F and their adjoints. In dealing with the
case that A is unbounded, however, it is not feasible to take in so much territory. Instead, we restrict ourselves almost entirely to the twofold problem

stated in Chapter I, §3.
In view of the fact that an unbounded reduction operator is not defined
throughout the graph of F*, it is natural to inquire first whether or not F
has any maximal symmetric extensions 5 such that 93(5) belongs to 35(¿),
and whether or not it has any self-adjoint extensions 5 with that property.
More generally we may ask if, given an arbitrary cardinal number p on the
range 0^^^N0,
there exist symmetric extensions 5 of F with deficiency
index (0, p) Up, 0)) such that 93(5) c35(¿). For the discussion of this question, the classification of reduction operators into types I and II described

in §4 of Chapter III is fundamental.
As we have already noted, a bounded reduction operator is of type II if
and only if F has the deficiency index (K0, No). Thus, invoking the second
paragraph of Theorem 4.1, we can say that a bounded reduction operator A
for F* has in its domain the graph of a maximal symmetric extension of F,
with arbitrary preassigned deficiency index (0, p) Up, 0)), if and only if A
is of type II; and, taking account of Theorem 3.15, we may add that if A is
of type I, every maximal symmetric 5 of F with 93(5) c 35(¿), has for its
deficiency index the characteristic index of A. We shall now show that these
assertions are valid even when A is unbounded.
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Theorem 4.3. Let A be of type II, bounded or unbounded, and let p be an
arbitrary cardinal number on the range 0 ^ />^ N 0. Then the class of all maximal
symmetric extensions S of H with the deficiency index (0, p) Up, 0)) such that
33(5) belongs to 35(A) has the cardinal number c of the continuum and coincides
with the class of all maximal symmetric extensions S of H with deficiency index

(P>0) ((0, p)) if and only if A is bounded.
As we have just observed, if A is bounded, 77 has the deficiency index
(N0, N0) and, as we know, 35(A) =33(77*); thus every maximal symmetric
extension 5 of 77 has its graph in 35(A), and the subclass of extensions 5 with
deficiency index (0, p) Up, 0)) has the cardinal number of the continuum.
Turning to the case that A is unbounded, we note first that the class of all
symmetric extensions 5 of 77, with deficiency index (0, p) Up, 0)) has the
cardinal number c. Hence the cardinal number of the subclass whose members 5 satisfy the condition 33(5) c 3504) cannot be greater than c, so that
we need only show that it is at least as great. Moreover, to establish the
latter it is sufficient to exhibit a symmetric extension T of 77 with deficiency

index (N0, N0) such that 33(7*) c3504); for the class of all symmetric extensions 5 of T, with deficiency index (0, p) Up, 0)) has the cardinal number c,

and, if 5 is such a transformation, 33(5) c33(7*) c35(A).
We now proceed to construct

the transformation

T. Again we denote by

9? the range of 7£a(1—0) and by 93the manifold on which 04 *Ai)1'2is equal
to 7. Then, if 93• 33+ and 93•33~ are both Hilbert spaces, the extension T whose
graph is 33+9? is symmetric and has the deficiency index (No, N0) by Theorem 4.2, since 9? is Q-symmetric and has the Q-deficiency index (N0, N0);

furthermore 33(7*) c 35(A).
Now let us assume that at least one of the manifolds 93•33+ and 93•SB- is
a unitary space. Then, according to Theorem 3.13, the transformation induced in 9? by (A*Ai)1/2 is not totally continuous and thus, by Lemma 3.1,
has in its range a closed linear manifold 9?i with the dimension number N0.
Furthermore, 9?i is clearly Q-symmetric because 9? is, and Q9li is in 35(A)

by Theorems 3.5 and 3.6. Thus 9?i+Q9?i is in 35(A). But, applying Theorem
2.2, we see that 9?i+Q9?i = 35(X)+9î(X), where 9?i= 9?(7-X) and X is a
closed isometric transformation

with domain in 33+ and range in 33-. Thus

35(X) c 35(A) and 3Î(X) c35(A). Moreover, since 9?i is a Hilbert space, 35(X)
and 9î(X) must be Hilbert spaces. Now let T be the transformation
in £>
whose graph is 33+ (9?©9?i). Then by Theorem 4.2, since 9?©9?i is closed
linear Q-symmetric, T is a closed linear symmetric extension of 77. Furthermore,

33(7*) =SB + (9?©9?1)+35(X) + 9t(X)+^,
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and therefore T has the deficiency index (K0, No) while 93(P*) c35(¿),

as we

wished to show.
To complete the proof of the theorem it is necessary only to show that
when A is unbounded, there exist maximal symmetric extensions 5 of F,
with deficiency index (0, p) Up, 0)) such that 93(5) <t35(¿). To construct such
an extension 5, we start with a symmetric extension Si of F with the desired
deficiency index but such that 93(5i) c35(¿) and denote by Xx the isometric
transformation
with domain in 93+ and range in 93" such that 93(5i)©93

= '¡RiI-Xi).

Then either 35(Xi)=93+ or 9î(Xi)=93-.

Furthermore, since

dtil-Xi) c35(¿), {/+, if+} in 35(Xi)belongs to 93/ = 93+-35(¿)if and only
if Xi{/+, if+} belongs to 93i" = 93_-35(¿). Thus we can determine an element

{/+, if+\ of 3)(Xi) such that neither {/+, if+} nor Xi{/+, if+} belongs to
35(¿). Therefore, since iI-Xx){f+, if+} belongs to 35(¿), (7+Xi){/+, if+}
is not contained in 35(¿). Consequently, if X is the transformation with domain 35(Xi) which is equal to —Xi on the manifold determined by {/+, if+}
and to Xi on the manifold in 35(Xi) perpendicular
to {/+, if+}, then
93+9î(7—X) is the graph of a symmetric extension 5 of F with the same

deficiency index as S¡ and 93(5) <t35(¿).
The proof of the theorem is thus complete.We turn now to unbounded operators of type I, beginning with a necessary lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Let 2 be a Hubert space and V a closed isometric transformation
in 2, with deficiency index (J, k), J9*k. Then the range of I —V contains a Hubert space—that is, a closed linear manifold with the dimension number N0.
We denote by 8i the manifold on which F = 7. Then it is readily shown
that 9?(7 —F)98©8i.
Now let Fi be the transformation
with domain

(8©8i) -35(F) which is equal on its domain to V. Then 9t(F0 c8©8i. Thus,
since 8iC35(F) and 8ic9?(F),
Vi is an isometric transformation
in 8©8i
with the deficiency index (j, k). Moreover, since J9*k, 8©8i is clearly a Hubert space.
We now determine in 8©8i a maximal symmetric extension V2 of Fi
such that (7 —F2)_1 exists; for this construction it is necessary only to
choose a maximal isometric transformation
V3 from (8©8i)©35(Fi)
to
(8©8i)©9?(Fi)
such that V39*I at any point of its domain and then to

define F2 = Fi on 35(Fi), V2=V3 on 35(F3). Evidently the deficiency index
of F2 in 8©8i is either (j —k, 0) or (0, k—j), according as/ does or does not

exceed k.
Next we observe that 7— V2 has range dense in 8©8i. For, if (/— V2f, g)=0

for all / in 35(F2) and some g in 8©8i, we have if, g) = (F2/, g) and this is
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readily shown to imply g = V2g, which in turn implies g = 0. Consequently

52 = (7-r-F2)(7— F2)_1 is a maximal symmetric transformation

52£5i = (7+ Fi)(7-

in 8 ©81 and

FirM

Furthermore, applying Theorems 2.7 and 2.3, we have 33(52)©33(5i) = 33(53),
where 53 = (7-r-73)(7 —73)-1 and 73 has the same meaning as above. Moreover, 33(53) is a unitary space, because its dimension number is the minimum
of j and ft and, sincejV ft, the minimum of the two is finite.
Now let us suppose that 35(52) contains a Hilbert space 82 and denote
by St the contraction of 52, with domain 82. Then 54 is evidently closed and
33(54) is thus a closed linear manifold in 33(52). Let T be the transformation
with domain 33(54) and range in 33(53) which takes each element of its domain into the projection of that element on 33(53), let 9? be the manifold of
zeros of T, and let 9?i = 33(54)©9?. Then the dimension number of 9?i is
clearly not greater than that of 33(53). Thus, since 33(54) is a Hilbert space
and 33(53) a unitary space, 9? must be a Hilbert space. Moreover,
9? = 33(54)-33(5i) and is evidently the graph of a closed linear transforma-

tion 56, S¡B Si, 56£ Si. But Si, having domain the closed space 82 and being
closed itself, is therefore bounded.X Hence 56 is bounded; therefore, since 55
is also closed, 35(56) is a closed linear manifold. Furthermore, 35(56) has the
dimension number N0, because 33(56) has that dimension number, and

35(55)c35(50 = 91(1 - Vi) = 91(1- F).
In consequence of the result just obtained, it is necessary for the completion of the proof only to show that the domain of the maximal symmetric
transformation
52 contains a Hilbert space 82. To prove this we first recall
that since 52 is maximal symmetric and not self-adjoint, there is a Hilbert space 83 which reduces 52 and in which 52 induces an elementary symmetric transformation^
Therefore, by definition, in 83, 52= (7+X)(7 —X)-1,
where X is defined in 83, in terms of some complete orthonormal set {</>„},

« = 1, 2, 3, • • ■, by the equations Xc/>„=0„+i, « = 1, 2, 3, • • • , or by the
equations X<pn=<pn-i, « = 2, 3, ■ • • .|| From this fact it is evident that the
orthonormal set {(c/>„—0„_i)/2}, « = 2, 3, • ■ • , determines a Hilbert space 82
which belongs to 9î(7 —X) and thus to 35(52). Consequently the lemma is true
as stated.
f Stone, Theorems 9.1 and 9.2.
%Murray, Theorem 1.25.
§ Stone, Theorem 9.10.
|| Stone, Theorem 9.9 and Definition 9.6.
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Theorem 4.4. Let A be a reduction operator of type I. Then, if F is not
maximal symmetric, the class of all maximal symmetric extensions S of H suck
that 93(5) c 35(¿) has the cardinal number c of the continuum and coincides with
the class of all maximal symmetric extensions S of H if and only if A is bounded.
If S is a maximal symmetric extension of H such that 93(5) c 35(¿), then the
deficiency index of S is the characteristic index of A. If A is unbounded, there
exist maximal symmetric extensions S of H with this deficiency index such that

93(5)<t35(¿).
If A is bounded, 3)(¿) =93(F*), and every maximal symmetric extension
5 of F has its graph in 35(¿) ; furthermore, if F is not maximal, the cardinal
number of the class of all such extensions 5 is the cardinal number c of the
continuum, by Theorem 4.1. That every such extension has for its deficiency
index the characteristic index of A follows from Theorems 3.15 and 4.1.
Now let A be unbounded. Invoking an argument like that used in the
proof of Theorem 4.3, we can prove that the class defined in the theorem has
the cardinal number c by exhibiting a subclass with that cardinal number.
Moreover, for this purpose it is clearly sufficient to construct a closed symmetric extension 5i of F, which is not maximal and which satisfies the condi-

tion 93(5i*) c 35(¿).
To construct Si, we start with the transformation 52 whose graph is 9?+93
where 9? is the range of £¿(1 —0). Then by Theorem 4.2, if ty is the manifold
on which (¿ *¿1)1/2= 7, S2 is a closed symmetric extension of F with the deficiency index (j, k), where/ and k are the dimension numbers of ^3-93+ and
'iß•93-, respectively. Furthermore, since 93/ contains $ •93+ and is dense in

93+, (93+©93+-+V)
-93/ contains an element {/+, if+} 9*0. Now let X2 be the
isometric transformation with domain (93+©93+ • +V)and range (93"©93--$)
such that 9? = 9?(7 —X2), and let Xi be the contraction of X2 whose domain
is the set of elements of 35(X2) orthogonal to {/+, if+}. Then by Theorem 4.2,
93+ 9?(7 —Xi) is the graph of a symmetric extension 5i of 5 and

93(5!*)= 93+ 9?(7- Xi) + 93+-+?
+ «-■$ + 33/ + 93r,
where 93+ is the linear manifold determined by {/+, if+}, 93r the linear manifold determined by X2 {/+, if+}. Moreover, since {/+, */+} and (7 - X) {/+, if+}

belong to 35(¿), X2{/+, if+} does also. Thus 93(5i*)c35(¿). Therefore, since5i clearly has the
metric extensions
To prove that
theorem we note
transformation
5i

deficiency index (j+1, k + l), the class of maximal sym5 of F such that 93(5) c35(¿) has the cardinal number c.
every such extension has the deficiency index stated in the
first that every maximal symmetric extension 5, of the
just constructed, has for its deficiency index the character-
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istic index of A (that is, either (j —ft, 0) or (0, ft —/) according as / does or
does not exceed ft). Let5 be such an extension, and let33(5)©33 = 9î(7—X),
where X is the closed isometric transformation with domain in 33+ and range
in 33~, which exists in accordance with Theorems 4.2 and 2.2. Let T be another maximal symmetric extension of 77 such that 33(7) c35(A), and let
33(7)©33 = $R(7—F) where F is closed isometric with domain in 33+ and

range in 33". Then, since both 9?(7-X)
9Î(X-F) belongs to 35(A). Moreover,

and 9î(7-F)

belong to 35(A),

W - X) = 9Î((7 - X)X-1) = 9Î(7 - X-')
and, similarly,

9t(7-

Y) =9lil

- F-1),

so that ^(X^-F-1)
belongs to 35(A) also. Thus 9î(X-F)
^(X^-F-1)
is in 33A+.Furthermore,

is in Sör and

9?(X - Y) = 9t((X - Y)Y~1) = 9?(/ - XY-1)
and

3?(X-' - F-1) = SR((X-' - F-')X) = 9?(7 - F-]X).
Now let us suppose that the deficiency index of 5 is (0, p) and that of
T is iq, 0). Then XF_1 is a maximal isometric transformation
in 33~ with deficiency index (0, p+q) and Y~XX is a maximal symmetric transformation
in 33+ with the same deficiency index. Hence, since 9î(7—XF-1)£ 33a~ and

9î(7 —F-1X)£33a+, it follows, from Lemma 4.1 and the hypothesis that A
is of type I, that p = q = 0. Moreover, by an entirely similar argument, the
assumption that 5 has the deficiency index ip, 0) and T the deficiency index
(0, q) leads to the same conclusion.
Next let us assume that 5 has the deficiency index ip, 0), T the deficiency
index iq, 0); then F_1X has the deficiency index ip, q). Let us assume p^q.

Then, by Lemma 4.1, since 33a+2 9?(7 —Y~lX), 33A+contains a Hilbert space
332+.Furthermore, since either p or q is finite, either 33+©35(X) or 33+©35(F)
is a unitary space. Therefore, by an argument like one used in the proof of

Lemma 4.1, either 35(X) -332+or 35(F) -332+is a Hilbert space 333+.Moreover,
since 3î(7-X), 9?(7-F), and 332+belong to 35(A), either X or F takes 333+
into a Hilbert space in 33r. But this is evidently a contradiction of the hypothesis that A is of type I, and we conclude in consequence that the assumption
py^q is untenable.
Since the case that 5 and 7 have deficiency indices (0, p) and (0, q), respectively, can evidently be handled in a manner entirely similar to the
above, we conclude that T has the same deficiency index as 5.
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To complete the proof, it is now only necessary to show that when A is
unbounded there exists a maximal symmetric extension 5 of F, whose deficiency index is the characteristic index of A and whose graph is not in 35(¿).
A method for the proof of this, however, has already been used in proving a
similar assertion in Theorem 4.2 ; we leave the details here to the reader.
We now prove a theorem which establishes the significance of the second
part of our fundamental problem, stated in Chapter I, §3.
Theorem 4.5. Let A be unbounded, and let p be an arbitrary cardinal number on the range OlkpUkt&o-Let S be an arbitrary maximal symmetric extension
of H. Then 93(5) •35(¿) is the graph of a symmetric extension SA of H. The class
of all maximal symmetric extensions S of H, with the deficiency index (0, p)
Up, 0)), such that SA^S, SA=S, has the cardinal number c of the continuum.

The first assertion of the theorem is obvious. To prove the second, we observe first that, since the linear manifold 93/ = 35(¿) -93+ is dense in 93+ and
the linear manifold 93/"=35(¿) -93- is dense in 93-, we can choose in 93/ an
orthonormal set {/„+, î/„+} complete in 93+ and in 93a" an orthonormal set
{/-, —ifn} complete in 93_. Hence if F is the closed isometric transformation
defined in terms of the two sets by the equation

F{/n+, »/„+}= {fñ+P,~ Íf,7+P},

(F{/n++p,Íf++p} = {/„", - ífñ}),

93+9î(7 —F) is clearly the graph of a maximal symmetric extension 5 of F,
with deficiency index (0, p) Up, 0)), such that the transformation
SA defined
in the theorem has 5 for its closure. Moreover, the class of all transformations
5 which can be constructed in this way evidently has the cardinal number c.
Finally, if 5=5,4, the transformation T whose graph is 93+9î(7+ F) obviously
has the same deficiency index as 5 and satisfies the conditions TAf£ T, TA = P.
Thus, again taking account of the fact that the class of all maximal symmetric
extensions of F with deficiency index (0, p) Up, 0)) has the cardinal number c,
we conclude that the class defined in the theorem has the same cardinal num-

ber.
It is to be emphasized that when A is unbounded, the maximal symmetric
extensions of F described in Theorems 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, do not exhaust the
class of all maximal symmetric extensions of F. We now indicate briefly the
wide range of other possibilities.
We begin by considering an arbitrary maximal symmetric extension Sx
of F such that 93(5i) c35(¿). For simplicity, let us assume that the deficiency

index of 5i is (0, p). Then 93(51)©93= 9?(7-X),

where X is isometric with

domain 93+ and range in 93". Now let T be any self-adjoint

in 93+,and let F = (P-F)(P+F)-1.

transformation

Then F is unitary in 93+, and Y=XV
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is isometric with domain 33+ and range in 33_. Thus, by Theorems 2.2 and 4.2,
33+8t(7— F) = 33+9î(7 —F_1) is the graph of a maximal symmetric extension
5 of 77. Furthermore, for every ft in 9î(F) = 9Î(X), we have

ft - F-'ft = (ft - X-'ft) + (X-»ft - F-'X-'ft).
Consequently since 9?(7 —X-1) is in 35(A) by hypothesis, ft —F-1ft is in 35(A)

if and only if (X~lh~ 7"1X~1Ä)is in 35(A) and thus in 33a+= 35(A)-33+.But
9?(X-1)=33+ and 3t(7-7-1)=35(7). Therefore 33(5)c35(A) if and only if
35(7) £ 33A+and 33(5) -35(A) is dense in 33(5) if and only if T is the closure
of a transformation
7\ with domain in 33a+.
Evidently, when A is unbounded T can be chosen in a wide variety of
ways so that neither of these conditions is satisfied ; in particular, we can
proceed as follows. According to Theorem 3.10, 33a+ is the range of a
closed transformation
M with domain 90?~, such that M*1 exists. Hence
To = iM~1iM*)-1)1'2 is a self-adjoint transformation
with domain 33A+.Furthermore, if A is unbounded, 33a+tí33+ and T0 is unbounded. Consequently
there exists a unitary transformation U in 33+ such that 35(t770t7_1) -©(To)
=£5. Let T = UToU~1.] Then, if 5 is the maximal symmetric extension of 77
determined by T and the extension 5i of 77 in the manner described immediately above, we clearly have 33(5) -35(A) =33. Thus, since an entirely similar
procedure is possible if the transformation 5i has the deficiency index ip, 0),
we can state the following theorem :

Theorem 4.6. 7/A is an unbounded reduction operator, there exist maximal
symmetric extensions S of H such that 33(5) and 35(A) intersect only on the

graph of II.
Further light on the pathological aspects of the theory of unbounded reduction operators is provided by the following theorem which was communicated to the author by J. von Neumann: If 77 has the deficiency index
(No, No), there exist unbounded reduction operators A and C for 77* such
that 35(A) -35(C) =33. In fact, it can be shown that the operator A can be an
arbitrary unbounded reduction operator for 77* and C determined so that
35(A) -35(C) = 33. Thus Theorem 4.6 can be obtained as a consequence of

Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.
4. Boundary conditions involving an arbitrary

reduction operator. We
now return to the consideration of the maximal symmetric extensions of 77
described in Theorems 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. According to Theorems 1.2 and 1.3,
each such extension 5, or a transformation SA whose closure is 5, can be def Von Neumann,
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fined by means of a boundary condition of the kind described in Definition
1.2. In order to describe what special properties of the boundary condition
are equivalent to the maximal property of the transformation
5, it is convenient to vary slightly our previous notation.

Definition
4.1. Let 9? be a linear W-symmetric manifold in 59?,and let V
be the isometric transformation with domain in 59?+and range in 59?", such that
9? = 9?(7 —V) associated with 9? by Theorem 2.2. Then HiV) denotes the same
transformation as F(9?), where F(9?) is the operator defined in Definition 1.2.
Theorem 4.7. PAe transformation HiV) of Definition 4.1 is a linear symmetric extension of H. If S is an arbitrary linear symmetric extension of H such
that 93(5) 935 (¿), there exists an isometric transformation V with domain in 59?+

and range in 99?"such that S=HiV).
Theorem 4.7 is essentially only a restatement of Theorem 1.5.
We emphasize that F(Fi) =F(F2) does not imply VX= V2. For example,
Fi can be the transformation whose domain contains only the element 0 of
99Î+,while F2 has for its domain the linear manifold determined by an element

A+of 99?+
such that A+- F2A+is not in 9?(¿). We then have F=F(F0

=F(F2).

Theorem 4.8. Let F be the transformation defined in Theorem 3.11, and let
59?/ and 99?/" have the same meanings as in Theorem 3.8. Then a necessary and
sufficient condition that the transformation HiV) of Definition A:A be maximal

symmetric with deficiency index (0, p) Up, 0)) is that 9?(F—P) 3 59?/"

(9Î(F-X-P*) 2 50?/). Thus HiV) is self-adjointif and only if 9î(F -F) 3 2»a"
anddtiV-1-F*)omA+.
If S is an arbitrary maximal symmetric extension of H and 93(5) £35(¿),
there exists one and only one closed isometric transformation V from 59?+to 59?such that the boundary condition Af e 9Î(7— F) is nondegenerate and such that

S=HiV).
Our initial step in the proof of the first portion of the theorem is purely
formal, leading to an equation on which the proof is based. We consider an

arbitrary element {/, H*f, Af} of 93(¿) such that Af z 9î(7- V) and set

Af = h+ - Vh+,

\f, HiV)f} = {/+,if} - X{f, if} + {/„,Hfo},
X being the unique isometric transformation
from 93+ to 93" such that
9i(7 —X) = 93(5) • (93++93"), whose existence is assured by Theorems 4.2 and

2.2. We then apply Theorem 3.9 to write

{/, H(V)f,Af} = {/_, //*/_, Af} - {/-, - if, Af} + {/„, Hfo,0},
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where the first component on the right is in 33_(A), the second in 33~(A).
Recalling that A/_ is in 59?~, and comparing the first and third equations
above, we have

-Af- = h+-Fh+,
Likewise, comparing

Af. = - (7 - F)h+.

the second and third, we obtain

{/_,77*/_}= {/+,*/+}- G{f, */+}, if, -if]

= (X - G){f, if},

where G has the same meaning as in Theorem 3.11. Consequently,

(4.1)

Aiil -G){f+, if)

= - (F -F)h+

for all {/+, if] in 35(X) or, to put it differently, for all ft+ in 35(F) such that
ft+-7ft+e9?(A).
Thus from (4.1) we have

(4.2)

^i(7-G)35(X)£9t(F-F).

Furthermore Ar1 and (I —G)-1 exist; so we may write

(4.3)

35(X)ç (/-G)-'Ar1

[81(7-F)-SKA)].

But, if (V-F)h+ is in 81(A), then
(7 - V)h+ = (7 - F)h+ - (7 - F)h+
is also, since (7—F)k+ is in 9?(A) by definition of F. Therefore

(4.4)

(4.3) becomes

35(X) = (7 - C7)-Ar' [31(7 - F)-9RA],

where we have made use of the relations 9?(7—F) c 9R-, 9D?a~
= 59?~-9?(A);
in addition, we can evidently replace (4.2) by

(4.5)

AiiI-G)mX)

= 9l(V -F)-9RA.

But, by Theorem 3.11, (3), Ai(7-G)33+ = 9D?a-,and besides, it is clear that
33+= (7—G)_1Ar159?A~.Consequently

we conclude from equations

(4.4) and

(4.5) that 35(X) = 33+if and only if 9t(V-F)-9JlA = 59?A~;
that is to say, if
and only if 9HV-F) *9JlA-.Moreover, 35(X)= 33+if and only if 91(1-X) is
maximal Q-symmetric with Q-deficiency index (0, p). Hence, by Theorem 4.2,

77(7) has deficiency index (0, p) if and only if 8?(7— F)B9JIä~, as we wished
to prove.
On the other hand, if we make use of the resolution

{/, 77(7)/,

Af]

= {/+, 77*/+,A/+} + {/+, if, Af} + {/„, 77/„, 0}, where the first component
is in 33+(A), and the second in 33+(A), also provided in Theorem 3.9, an entirely similar argument yields the result that 77(7) has deficiency index (p, 0)

if and only if 8?(7_1 —F*)B59?a+. We leave the details here to the reader.
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Since HiV) is self-adjoint if and only if it
concluding assertion of the first paragraph of
To prove the proposition formulated in
theorem, we consider an arbitrary maximal
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has deficiency index (0, 0), the
the theorem follows at once.
the second paragraph of the
symmetric extension 5 of F,

93(5) c 35(¿), and denote by 9? the closure of ¿93(5). Then, if F is the isometric transformation

from 59?+to 59?- such that 9? = 9?(7 —V), F is closed

by Theorem 2.2, 5=F(F),
ously nondegenerate

that 5=F(Fi)

and the boundary condition Af z 9Î(7— F) is obvi-

since ¿93(5) has 9î(7 —V) for its closure. Now suppose

and that Fi is closed. Then 9?(7—Vi) is closed and, since

9í(7-F1)J¿93(5),

we have Mil-Vi) S9i(7-F).

Hence, by Theorem 2.2,

Vi 2 V. But if Vi 3 F, 35(Fi) contains an element A^O perpendicular to 35(F)
and A—FiA is thus perpendicular to 9î(7 —F). Furthermore there can be no
element in 9?(7— Vi) ■9f(¿) which is not in 9î(7— F), since otherwise 5 would
not be maximal. Therefore Vi = F implies that the condition Af z 9?(7 —Vi) is
degenerate, and the proof is complete.
That when A is unbounded there do exist degenerate boundary conditions
defining maximal symmetric extensions of F will be proved in the next section.
It is now easy to prove, by arguments of the same tenor as those used to
establish the first portion of the preceding theorem, the following statement:

Theorem 4.9. A necessary and sufficient condition that the transformation
H(V) of Definition 4.1 have a maximal symmetric closure with deficiency index
(0, p) Up, 0)) is that the transformation F(9?(F-P))
have F(59?-)/or its closure ithat the transformation F(9î(F_1 —F*)) have F(59?+) for its closure).
We leave the demonstration to the reader, pausing only to point out that
F(59?+)— il and F(59?-)+F
both have bounded inverses, each with domain
£, so that F(59?+) and F(59?~) are necessarily closed.

As we shall show later, it is possible to have F(Fi) =.F(F2), Vif^V2, while
F(Fi) is maximal. In view of this situation,
Theorem 4.9 with the following proposition:

it is desirable

to supplement

Theorem 4.10. Let S be an arbitrary maximal symmetric extension of H
such that 93(5) -3>(¿) has 93(5) for its closure and let SA be the contraction of S
with graph 93(5) -3)(¿). Then SA=S and there exists one and only one closed
isometric transformation V with the following properties :
(1) the boundary condition Af z 9î(7 —F) is nondegenerate;
(2) for every proper isometric extension Vifrom 59?+to 99?" of V, the boundary condition Af z 9Î(7— Fi) is degenerate;

(3). SA= HiV).
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The relation SA=S follows at once from the fact that the closure of the

graph of SA is the graph of 5.
Now let 9? be the closure of ¿93(5^). Then, by Theorem 2.2, there exists
a closed isometric transformation
F from 99?+to 99?" such that 9? = 9?(7 —V).
Thus the condition ¿/e9î(7 —F) is nondegenerate and 54=F(F),
so that (1)

and (3) are satisfied.
Now suppose Fc Fi and the condition Af z 9?(7 —Vi) is nondegenerate.
Then there must exist an element A+ of 35(Fi) which is not in 35(F), such

that A+-FA+ is in 9?(¿). Hence F(FX) dF(F), and, since HiV) is maximal
symmetric, F(Fi) =F(F). But then 5=F(Fi) and, since SA=HiV) and the
graph of F(Fi) is in 35(¿), we have, by definition of SA, HiV) 2 F(Fi), which
is incompatible with the inequality F(Fi) o HiV). Consequently,
we must
conclude that the condition Af z 9î(7 —Fi) is degenerate; therefore (2) is satisfied by the transformation F.
To conclude the proof, we have only to note that if Vi is an arbitrary
closed isometric transformation
from 99?+ to 99?- such that 5¿=F(Fi),
we
have clearly ViBV; hence, since we have already shown that F c Fi implies
that the condition Af z 9?(7 —Vi) is degenerate, there exists only one closed
isometric transformation
F satisfying conditions (l)-(3).

It is to be emphasized that the equations 9Î( F - P) = 59?-,9Î( F"1 - F*) = 59?+
are necessary but not sufficient, respectively,

F(9Î(F - F)) = 77(99?-),

for the conditions

/7(9?(F-' - F*)) = 77(99?+)

of Theorem 4.9. A portion of the interest

of the following theorem

derives

from this fact.
Theorem 4.11. Let V be an isometric transformation from 99?+to 59?-, and
let F have the same meaning as in Theorem 3.11. Let Kv be the transformation

(7-FP*)-x(F-P).

Then if (99?-©l(AF)) -99?a= 0, HiV) is maximal sym-

metric with deficiency index (0, p) and if (99?+©35(Af))-59?a =£5, HiV) is
maximal symmetric with deficiency index ip, 0) ; furthermore,
metric transformation from 93+ to 93" such that

if X is the iso-

93(P(F)) •(93++ 93") = 9?(7- X),
then 35(A*)•93/ is dense in 35(X) and 9?(X) •93a-is dense in 9î(X).
Finally, all of the preceding statements remain true if Kv is the transformation (F"1-P*)-1(7-F-1P).
Let A+ be an arbitrary

element of the domain of

Kv = <I - VF*)-HV -F).
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and let h~= Kvh+. Then (7-7")ft+ = ft- and (7-7F*)ft- = ft-, where ft- is
some element of 59?~.Thus

Fft+ - Fh+ = ft--

VF*h~,

or

V(h+ + F*h~) = h~ + Fh+.
Therefore

ft+ + F*h~ - ft- - Fh+ = (ft+ - Fft+) - (ft- - F*h~)
is in 9î(7—7).

h+-Fh+

Furthermore,

and hr-F*h-

by the definition of F and F* in Theorem

are in 8?(A), ArKft+-7ft+)

3.11,

is in 33a~, and

Arl(h--F*h~) in 33a+.Hence, if {f, -if} =ArKh+-Fh+) and {/+, if]
=Ar1(h--F*h~), then (h+-Fh+)-(h~-F*h-)

is in 8Î(A) -9?(7-7) and

Ar*[(ft+ - Fh+) - (ft- - F*h-)\ = {/", - ¿/-} - {/+, if)
is in 33(77(7)).Thus {/+, if} is in 35(X) and {/-, -if}
X has the meaning given in the theorem.
have the relations

=X{f,

In consequence

(4.6)

<£(X)-®A+BAri(I-F*)9l(Kv),

(4.7)

8l(X) ■33a-2 Ar>(7 - 7035(7^).

if}, where

of this result, we

Now let {g+, ig+] be an element of 33+ such that

(/+,ig+)- (if, g+)= - H{f, if], {g+,ig+})= 0
for all {/+, if} in 35(X) -33a+and thus, in view of (4.6), for all {/+, */+} which
are in A1-1(7-F*)8Î(î:f).

Then if [g-, -ig-}

=G{g+, ig+}, we have

(/+,ig++ ig~)- af, g+- r) = o.
Hence, from our fundamental
we have

formula, since {g+ —g~, ig++ig~}

is in 35(A),

(Aj/+, if], WA{g+- g-, ig+ - ig-}) = 0,
for all A {/+, */+}in (I-F*)9l(K). But WA \g+-g~, ig+-ig~} is in Wir, by
Theorem 3.11, (3), and 3?(F*)is in 59?+=90?©90?-.
Thus, if
(9J?-©*8T(Kf))-59?a= O,
we must have

WA{g+ - g-, ig+ - ig-} = 0,
whence it follows at once that {g+, ig+} =0. Hence, if

(9J?-©"8T(^))-99?a= O,
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then 35(X) -93/" has 93+for its closure. Therefore 93+=35(X), and, by Theorems 2.2 and 4.2, HiV) is maximal symmetric with deficiency index (0, p), as
we wished to prove. Moreover, 9?(X) ■93a" is clearly X[35(X) •93A+]and therefore has 9î(X) for its closure; since we have already shown that 35(X) is the

closure of 35(X) •93/.
Thus our statements

concerning the condition

(99?-©9î(AV) -59?a-= £> are

completely established, for AV = (7 —FP*)_1(F—P).

Since the condition

(59?+©35(AV)) -59?/ = O can be discussed along entirely similar lines, making
use of the relation (4.7) instead of (4.6), we leave this portion of the argument

to the reader.
Now let us suppose that AF = (F-1-P*)-1(7-F-1P).
Again let A+ be an
element of the domain of Kv and let h- = Kvh+. Then (7- F-1P)A+ = ^+ and
(F_1—F*)h~ = k+, where k+ is some element of 59?+.Then
h+ - V~1Fh+ = F-'A" - F*h-,
or

V-'ih- + Fh+) = h+ + F*h~,
and

(A- + Fk+) = F(A+ + F*hr).
Since this is án equation which occurs in the proof for the case

Kv = (7 - VF*)-JiV -F),
and which, together with arguments not involving Kv, leads to the relations
(4.6) and (4.7), the rest of the demonstration now proceeds as before.
While we have not investigated all the questions involved, the indications are that Theorem 4.11 has no precise converse: as far as we can deter-

mine, it is possible to have 77(F) =F(Fi),
satisfies one of the conditions
following theorem :

Vi^éV, while V, but not Vi,

of Theorem 4.10. We do, however, have the

Theorem 4.12. Let S and SA be as in Theorem 4.10, and let V be the isometric transformation from 59?+to 99?- associated with S by that theorem. Let X be the
isometric transformation from 93+ to 93" such that 9Î (7 —X) = 93(5a) • (93++93"),

and let 35(X) -93a+be dense in 35(X), or, equivalently, let 9?(A^)-93a" be dense in
9Î(X). Let Vi be an arbitrary maximal isometric transformation from 59?+to 99?such that Vi2 V, and let KVl be either

(/-

ViF*)-'iVi-F)

or

(F-i _/?*)-!(/_

y-ip)
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according as 35(7i) = 59?+or not. Then

(59?-©"9T(7s:Fi))-99?a=0
if the deficiencyindex of S is (0, p), and

çm+o®(Kvi))-9JiA+= o
if the deficiencyindex of S is (p, 0).
Let {/+, if]

be an arbitrary

element of 35(X) -33a+, and let

\r,-if-}
Then {/+-/", if+if]

=X{f,if}.

is in 35(A) and

A\f - /-, if + if} = A{/+,if} - A{/-, - if}
= - ft- + F*ft- + ft+ -Fft+,

where ft-is in 59?-,ft+in 59?+.But {f-f,if+if}

is in 33(5) also ; so we have

h~ + Fh+ = Vi(F*hr + ft+).

Thus,if35(Fi)=a)?+,
h- + Fh+ = ViF*h~ + Fift+,
or, solving for ft-,
ft- = (7 - Fi7*)-'(Fi

-F)h+

= KVlh+.

On the other hand, if 35(70 ^90?+, we must have 8?(7i) = 90?-,so that
V^h- + Vr1Fh+ = F*h + ft+.
Thus, solving for ft-, we have in this case

h- = (Fr1 - F*)-\I

- VïxF)h+ = KVlh+.

Therefore, in both cases, hr = Kvft+.
Now let ft- be an element of 90?a_which is perpendicular

if Ar1k~= {g+-g~, ig++ig~],

to 9i(KvJ.

Then,

we have

(/+, ig+.+ ig~) - (if, g+ - r) = - (*■ - 7*ft-, Wk~) = - i(h- - F*k-, ft-),
where/+ and hr have the same meanings as above; and this equation is equiv^
aient to

(f,ig+)-(if,g+)

= -¿(ft-, ft-),

since F*ft- is in 90?+.Hence, since ft- is perpendicular

({f+,if+}, {g+',ig+})=0.

to 9i(KVl),
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Now suppose that 5 has deficiency index (0, p). Then 35(X) =93+. Hence,
if 35(X) •93A+is dense in 35(X), we must have {g+, ig+} = 0, since {/+, if+} is an

arbitrary element in 35(X) •93A+.
Therefore k~ = 0 and (99?-©9i(AVJ) • Wr = £>,
as we wished to prove.

On the other hand, if 5 has deficiency index ip, 0), then 9î(X) = 93~; and an
entirely similar argument

leads to the conclusion

(3)?+©35(A'v1))- 59?a+= 0-

Finally, we note that if Û?(7-X) £35(¿), then X{/+, if+} is in 93a-whenever {/+, if+} is in 93A+.Hence 9i(X) is clearly the closure of 9î(X) ■93a" whenever 35(X) is the closure of 35(X) -93a+, as indicated in the theorem.
All of the Theorems 4.8-4.12 apply, of course, to the case in which A is
bounded as well as to the case in which A is unbounded. For the former case,
however, they are superficial, in view of Theorem 4.1, whereas in the latter
they are not. The reason for this is to be found in Theorem 3.11, which tells
us that the transformation P has a bound less than unity when A is bounded,
and the bound unity which it never attains when A is unbounded. Consequently, if A is bounded and F is an arbitrary isometric transformation from

59?+to 99?-,V—F and F-1 —P* have bounded inverses. On the other hand, if A
is unbounded,

(F —P)_1 and (F-1—P*)_1 always exist, but are in general un-

bounded.
5. Pathology of unbounded reduction operators. We now examine certain pathological aspects of the behavior of discontinuous reduction operators, with a view to revealing more clearly the significance of the results of
the preceding section.
To begin, we state and prove three lemmas, the roles of which will become
clear later.
Lemma 4.2. Let 35 be the domain, everywhere dense in a Hubert space 2, of a
closed linear unbounded transformation R with range in a Hubert space 8o- Then
there exists a Hubert space Viin 2 such that U •35 = ©.
If R has range 8o and P_1 exists, then the set of elements f of 35(P*) for which

R*f is in 8©U, is dense in SoAccording to a theorem previously noted, we can determine a self-adjoint
transformation
T in 8, with domain 35.f Furthermore, there must exist two

Hubert spaces 8i and 82, 81+82 = 8, both of which reduce P. Let Tk be the
transformation induced by T in 8*, (k=*l, 2). Then at least one of the transformations Pi, P2, say Pi, is unbounded. Let T3 be the linear transformation

in 8 which is equal to Pi in 81, to 7 in 22. Then T3 is clearly unbounded selfadjoint and 35(r3)235(P), 35(P3)l82. Furthermore, there exists a unitary
transformation

U in 8 such that

f Murray, Theorem 1.24.

t/35(Ps) and 35(73) intersect

only in the
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origin.f Hence the Hilbert space U=(782 intersects the manifold 35 only in
the origin.
To prove the final assertion of the lemma, we consider an arbitrary element g of 8o which satisfies the equation (g,f) =0 for all/in 35(7?*) such that

7?*/ is in 8©ll; if 7? has range 8o and 7?_1 exists, then 72_1gis defined and
(R-ig, R*f) =0 for all R*f in 8©U. But if R-1 exists and has domain 80, it
follows also that 7c* has range 8, and thus 9t(R*) =8©U. Hence 7?_1g is in
35-U and thus 7?_1g= 0. Consequently

g = 0, and the proof is complete.

Lemma 4.3. Let Qbe a unitary transformation in a Hilbert space 8 such that
Q2+7 = 0; and let the characteristic manifolds 8+ and 8" of Q, for the characteristic values +i and —i, respectively, both be Hilbert spaces. Let D be an unbounded nonnegative definite self-adjoint transformation in 8 such that 75_1exists
and D = QD~lQ-1. Then there exists a maximal Q-symmetric manifold 9? in 8,
with the following properties:
(1) 9? is in 35(75) and 759? has a maximal Q-symmetric closure;
(2) for each cardinal number m on the range 1 5=m<;No, there exists in 91
a closed linear Q-symmetric manifold 9?i which has the Q-deficiency index
(m, m+p) or (m+p, m) according as (0, p) or (p, 0) is the Q-deficiency index

of 91, while D9ti has the same closure as 759?.
Let U be the range of £(1 —0), where ECK) is the resolution of the identity
in 8 associated with 75, and let A be the transformation induced in U by 75.

Then Dr1 exists, U is Q-symmetric, and in QU, 75= Q75f1Q1,by Theorem 3.5.
By the same theorem, 75 is equal to 7 in 8©(U+QU), and hence Dr1 is unbounded since 75 is. Therefore 35(75r1) is dense in U, but not identically U.
Applying Lemma 4.2, we determine a Hilbert space Uo in U such that
35(75r1) Uo= 0. Then, by the second paragraph of the same lemma, 7)(U©Uo)
is dense in U. Hence, if Ui is any closed linear subspace of U0, with dimension
number m, 7)(U©Ui) is dense in 11. Now let 9? be an arbitrary maximal
Q-symmetric extension of U, and let 9?i = (U©Ui) + (9?©U). Then, since 9?©U

is in the manifold 8©(9?+Q9?), where 75= 7, it follows that 759? and 759?i,
both have the closure 9?. As 9?i evidently
in the lemma, the proof is complete.

has the Q-deficiency index stated

Lemma 4.4. Let 8, 8+, 8", Q, and 75 be as in Lemma 4.3. Let m be an arbitrary cardinal number on the range 0 = m = b$o- 7fte« there exists a maximal
Q-symmetric manifold 9? in 35(7)) such that 7)9? is a closed linear Q-symmetric
manifold with the Q-deficiency index (m, m+p) or (m+p, m) according as (0, p)

or (p, 0) is the Q-deficiencyindex of 9?.
t Von Neumann, Journal für die reine und angewandte

Mathematik

(Crelle), loe. cit.
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Let U and Pi have the same meanings as in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Let
F be the isometric transformation with domain in 8+ and range in 8-, such
that ll = 9?(7—F). Then it is readily shown that Dx determines a unique
bounded self-adjoint transformation P0 in 35(F), such that for each A+—FA+

inU,
P(A+ - FA+) = D0h+ - VD0h+
Moreover, D0 has the same bound, 1, as Pi, and TV1 exists and is unbounded
because Dr1 is unbounded.
Therefore, applying Lemma 4.2, we can determine a bounded closed contraction C of D0 such that 35(F) ©35(C) has the dimension number m,
iO = m^ft0), and such that 9?(C) is dense in 35(F). Hence C~l, which exists
because Df1 does, is a closed symmetric transformation
in 35(F), and
P= [(C_1)*C-1]1'2 is a self-adjoint transformation
with the same range as

(C-1)*. Since Po^BC-1 and Pó^ODó"1)*, it follows that Df^iC-1)*

and

hence that (C-1)* has range identically 35(F). Thus R has range 35(F) and
domain 9?(C).f Consequently as R is self-adjoint, P_1 exists.
Now consider the set 9?i of all elements of 8 which can be written in the

form
(7 + iR~1)h+ - Vil - iR-l)h+.

Since 7+¿P-1 = ¿(P-1-i7),

and P"1 is self-adjoint in 35(F), (7+iP-1)

has

range identically 35(F) and 9?i is precisely the set of all elements of 8 which
can be written in the form
k+ - Vil - iR-')iI

+ iR-l)-1k+,

where k+ is in 35(F). But (7—¿P-1)(7+iP-1)-1
is evidently a unitary transformation in 35(F) and thus F(7—iP_1)(7+iP-1)-1
is an isometric transformation with domain 35(F) and range 9t(F). Hence 9?i is closed Q-symmetric,

by Theorem 2.2.
Next, let 9? be any maximal Q-symmetric extension of 9?i. Then 9?©9?i
belongs to the manifold where P = 7 and thus is in 35(P). Furthermore, every
element
(7 + tP-1)A+ - F(7 - ¿P-')A+

of 9?i can be expressed in the form

(A+ - FA+) + iiR~1h+ + VR~1h+).

But P_1A+ is in the range of DQ by definition of P71 and £-xA+ —VR-lh+ is
f Murray, Theorem 1.24.
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in the range of A.

Hence,

since 8î(7+7)

=Q9? and since, in Q9Î,

D = QDr1Q~1,it follows that R~1h++VR-1h+is in 35(75).Hence 9?is in 35(75).
Moreover, 759? and 759?i are easily shown to be linear Q-symmetric.
Now, to determine the Q-deficiency index of 759?i, we again take account

of the fact that 9?iis in U+QU=35(7) +8?(7). Since this manifold reduces Z5,
759?i also belongs to it; moreover, 9?©9?i reduces 75 since it belongs to
8©(35(7)+9?(7)).
Consequently, there exists a unique isometric transforma-

tion X with domain in 35(7) and range in 9?(7) such that 759?i= 9î(7-X),
and the Q-deficiency index of 759?i is precisely («, q+p) or in+p, q), where «
and q are the dimension numbers of 35(7)©35(X) and 8î(7)©9î(X),
respectively, according as (0, p) or ip, 0) is the Q-deficiency index of 9?. Furthermore, 759? is closed if and only if 759?i is closed and D9li is closed if and only

if X is closed.
Thus to complete the proof it remains only to be shown that X is closed

and that 35(F)©35(X) and 8î(7)©3î(X) both have the dimension number m.
To determine X, we begin by analyzing further the manifold 759?i, using
the resolution

ft+ - 7ft+ + iiR-}h+ + 77c-'ft+)
for an element of 9?i. Since

75(ft+- 7ft+) = 750ft+- 7750ft+

and
Ï75(7c-]ft++ 77c-]ft+) = f(75ö-17c-Ift++ 7750-17?-1ft+),
every element of 759?i can be written in the form
(750+ z750-17?-])ft+- 7(750 - iDo~'R-l)h+.

Conversely, every element of this form is easily shown to be in 759?i. Thus,
since iD0+iD0-1R-1)h+ is in 35(7) and ViD0-iD¡r1R-1)h+ is in 8Î(7), it follows that

35(X) = 9t(750+ 750-»7?-')

and that
X(750 + iD0-lR~l)h+ = 7(750 - iDo~,R-i)h+.

Hence, as iDo+iD^R'1)-1

is readily shown to exist,

X = 7(75„ - iDo~lR-l)iD0 + iD^R-*)-*,

or, by straightforward

algebraic calculation,

X = -

7(75o-17c-1750-1
+ ^(T^'T?"^»-1

-

il)~l,
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and
- V~XX m (Po-'P-'Po""' + i7)(P0-1P-'Pö"1 - ay*.

We now recall that Pi"1 has range 35(F) and that P_1 has domain 35(F),
while 35(22)= 9?(P-J) is in 35(P0-1)-Thus, it is evident that D^R-^-Dö1 is symmetric because its domain is dense in 35(F), and Dö1 and P_1 are both selfadjoint. Furthermore,
—V~lX is the Cayley transform of Do~1R"1D0~1from
the equation at the end of the preceding paragraph. Therefore, X is closed
if and only if Dô'1R~1Dô~1is closed and, if X is closed, the dimension numbers
of 35(F)©35(X) and 9î(F)©9î(X)
are n and q, respectively, where (», q) is
the deficiency index of Dá~1R~1Da~1.
Consequently, we can complete the proof
by showing that Dó~1R~1Dó~1
is closed and that its deficiency index is im, m).
To prove the first we begin by observing that

gUPö-'P-'Po-1) = Po-'3)(P)
is a closed linear manifold by definition of R. We next observe that Po-1 and
P"1 are positive definite, each with lower bound 1 ; in consequence, we have

(P5"1P-,Po""1A+,A+) = iR-iD0-,h+, 7VA+) = (Po"^,

7VA+) = | A+|2.

Thus Dö^R^Dö1 is positive definite with lower bound greater than or equal
to 1. Hence it is easily shown that (Pó^P^Pó-1)-1 exists and is bounded. But,
as we have already pointed out, Dö1R~1D0~1has a closed range ; hence its inverse is closed and in consequence P^P^Po-1
itself is closed.
We have now only to show that the deficiency index of DölR"1Do~l is
im, m). Let us suppose that the deficiency index of DtlR~1D5'1 is (w, n) ; that
it is of this form follows from the fact that Do~lR~1D0~1is positive definite.
Also from this fact, it follows that D91R~1Dti has a self-adjoint extension P
with bounded inverse; indeed, P may be chosen with the same lower bound,
1, as Do~1R~~1Da~1.
Furthermore, from Theorems 4.2, 2.8, and 2.2, it is readily
deduced that n is the dimension number of

93(7) ©93(7VP-IP0-1).

But from the fact that P_1 and (Po^P^Pó-1)-1 both exist and are bounded,
it follows by a straightforward

argument

that

93(7) © <$>iDö'R-'Do-1)

and
m{T) © ^(Po-'p-'Po-1)
have the same dimension number. Moreover,

nition of 9?, and 9?(P)=35(F),

^(Po^P^Po-1)

= 35(C) by defi-

since P is self-adjoint in 35(F), with P-1
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bounded. Thus, since 35(7)©35(C) has the dimension number m by choice
of C, n = m and the proof is complete.

Theorem 4.13. Let A be an unbounded reduction operator for 77*. Then
there exists a maximal isometric transformation V from 90?+to 59?"with the following properties: (1) the boundary condition Aft 9Î(7 —7) is nondegenerate and
77(7) is maximal symmetric; (2) for an arbitrary cardinal number on the range
l-—m = No, there exists an isometric transformation Vifrom 59?+to 59?- such that
Vi = V and such that 77(7i) has the deficiency index im, m+p) or im+p, m)
according as (0, p) or ip, 0) is the deficiency index of 77(7).

Let B=iA?Ai)112.

Then AX=XB where X is isometric with domain

33+-I-33-and range 59?.t Applying Lemma 4.3, and the fact, stated in Theorem 3.6, that B = QB~xQ~l, we conclude that there exists a maximal
Q-symmetric
manifold 9? in 33++33" with the following properties:
9?c 35(5) = 35(A) and B9X has a maximal Q-symmetric closure; 9? o 9?i,
where 9?i is closed linear Q-symmetric with Q-deficiency index im, m+p)
or im+p, m) according as (0, p) or ip, 0) is the Q-deficiency index of 9?, and
B9\i has the same closure as 739?.

Furthermore, since, by Theorem 3.3, X33+= 59?-and X33- = 90?+,it is clear
that XT?9?= A 9? has a maximal IF-symmetric closure and that X739?i= A9?i
has the same closure as A 9?. Now let F2 and Fi be the isometric transformations from 90?+ to 90?" which correspond to A 9? and A9?x, respectively, in
accordance with Theorem 2.2, and let V = V2. Then 7 is maximal isometric

from 99?+to 90?-and fi = 7, since (A9?0 = 9?(7-7).

Moreover, 77(7) and

77(7i) have for their graphs 33+ 9? and SB+ 9?i, respectively. Hence, by Theorem 4.2, 77(7) is maximal symmetric and 77(7i) has the deficiency index
stated in the theorem. Thus, since the boundary conditions Af t 9t(7 —7),
Af t 9?(7 —7i) are obviously nondegenerate, the proof is complete.

Theorem 4.14. Let A be unbounded. Then there exists a maximal isometric
transformation V from 59?+to 59?"with the following properties: (1) the boundary
condition Af e 9t(7 —7) is nondegenerate and 77(7) has a maximal symmetric
closure; (2) if mis an arbitrary cardinal number on the range 1 = «^N0 and V
has the W-deficiency index (0, p) Up, 0)), there exists an isometric transformation 7i, 7i c 7, with W-deficiency index im, m+p) Hm+p, m)) such that the
boundary condition Aft 9?(7 —7X) is nondegenerate and such that fl(7i) =ß(V).
Let B and X have the same meanings as in the proof of Theorem 4.13.

Then B^^QBQr1.

Let 9? be a manifold in S^T?-1) which satisfies the condi-

tions of Lemma 4.3 with D = B~X. Then X9? is clearly maximal I7-symmetric
f Murray, Theorem 1.24.
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in 59?,and if 9?i has the same meaning as in Lemma 4.3, (2), then X9?i has the
W-deficiency index (m, m+p) or im+p, m) according as X9Î has the PF-deficiency index (-0,p) or ip, 0). Furthermore, 9? and 9?i both belong to the range
of B; hence X9? and X9?i belong to the range of A. Therefore the boundary
conditions Af z X9?i, Af z X9? are nondegenerate.
Now let F and Fi be the isometric transformations from 99?+to 99?- corresponding to X9? and X9?i in accordance with Theorem 2.2. Then HiV)

and F(Fi) have for their graphs 93+P-19? and 93+P-19?i, respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.3, P_19? and P-19?i have the same closure and the
latter is maximal Ç-symmetric in 93++93_. Hence, by Theorem 4.2, HiV) is
maximal symmetric. Thus, since X9? is maximal JF-symmetric, F is maximal
isometric from 59?+to 59?", and F and Fi have the properties described in

Theorem 4.14.
In view of Theorem 4.14, the role of the condition (2) of Theorem 4.10
is now more clearly indicated.
Theorem 4.15. Let A be an unbounded reduction operator for H*. Let m
be an arbitrary cardinal number on the range 0 = m = Ha- Then there exists a
maximal isometric transformation V from 59?+to 59?- with the following proper-

ties :
(1) the boundary condition Af z 9î(7 —F) is nondegenerate;
(2) HiV) is closed with the deficiency index im+p, m) or im, m+p) according as (0, p) or ip, 0) is the W-deficiency index of V;
(3) for every maximal symmetric extension S of HiV), SA=HiV), where
SA has the same meaning as in Theorem 4.5.
Again, let B have the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 4.13; as
we have already noted, B-^^QBQ-1. Hence, by Lemma 4.4, there exists a
maximal Q-symmetric manifold 9? in 35(P_1) such that P_19î is closed linear
Q-symmetric with Q-deficiency index im, m+p) or im+p, m) according as 9?
has Q-deficiency index (0, p) or ip, 0). Furthermore, if A =XB, the relations

99?+
= X93-, 59?-= X93+imply that X9?=¿(P-19?) has the JF-deficiencyindex
ip, 0) or (0, p) according as 9? has the Q-deficiency index (0, p) or ip, 0).

Now let V be isometric from 99?+to 59?-such that X9? = 9?(7-F).

Then,

by definition, the W-deficiency index of F is the same as that of X9Î. More-

over, the graph of F(F) is precisely 93+¿r1X9? = 93+£-19?. Thus, by Theorem 4.2, HiV) is closed with deficiency index im, m+p) or im+p, m)
according as ip, 0) or (0, p) is the JF-deficiency index of V, and the boundary
condition Af z 9?(7 —F) is obviously nondegenerate.
We are therefore left to prove only that HiV) has the property (3). To do
this, we consider an arbitrary maximal symmetric extension 5 of HiV) and
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the transformation
SA described in Theorem 4.5. Then A33(5a) is obviously a linear 17-symmetric manifold in 59?;moreover, A33(5a)2 A33(77(7))
= 9?(7 —7) = 9?. But 9? is maximal 17-symmetric; therefore we must have

A33(5a) = 9?, which is possible if and only if SA=77(7). Thus the proof is
complete.
We thus see that the condition that 7 be maximal isometric from 59?+to
59?- is not sufficient either for 77(7) or for 77(7) to be maximal symmetric,
even when the additional restriction that the condition Af t 91(7 —7) be nondegenerate is imposed. It is therefore natural to ask what properties 77(7) has
under these circumstances. Without giving the proofs, we shall merely set
down the following observations which the reader may verify : If 7 is maximal

isometric from 59?+to 99?-with ^-deficiency index (0, p) ((/>, 0)), if 9t(7- 7)
belongs to 9?(A), and if X denotes the isometric transformation

from 33+ to

SB- such that

8t(7 - X) = (S8++ SB-)-33(77(7));
then 9î(X-G)233a-

i9tiX~1-G*)oSQA+), G having here the same meaning

as in Theorem 3.11; conversely, if Xis a closed isometric transformation

33+ to 33- such that 35(A)-9?(7-X)

has 9?(7-X)

from

for its closure and if

9?(X-G)2S3a- (9{(X-1-G!*)233a+),then A [35<A)-9Î(7-X)] is a maximal
17-symmetric manifold 9? in 59?with IF-deficiency index (0, p) Up, 0)). The
reader will note that this proposition constitutes a slightly modified analogue
of Theorem 4.8. In precisely the same sense, one can formulate valid ana-

logues of Theorems 4.9-4.12.
We shall now show that the condition" that 7 be maximal isometric from
59?+to 90?"and that Af 19t(7 —7) be nondegenerate, is unnecessary as well as
insufficient for either 77(7) or 77(7) to be maximal symmetric.

Theorem 4.16. Let A be an unbounded reduction operator for 77*. Let m be
an arbitrary cardinal number on the range 0 ^ m —N0. Then there exists a maximal symmetric extension S of H with the following properties:

(1) 33(5)c35(A);
(2) A 33(5) is a closed W-symmetric manifold in 59?with W-deficiency index
im+p, m) or im, m+p) according as S has the deficiency index (0, p) or ip, 0) ;
(3) if 9? is an arbitrary W-symmetric manifold in 90?such that 9? o A 33(5),
the boundary condition Af t 9? is degenerate.
Again we introduce the transformation B used in the proof of Theorem
4.13. Then, in accordance with Lemma 4.4, there exists a maximal Q-sym-

metric manifold U in 35(73)=35(A,i) such that 73Uis closed and has the Q-deficiency index im+p, m) or im, m+p) according as (0, p) or ip, 0) is the
Q-deficiency index of U. Thus 33+11 is the graph of a maximal symmetric
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extension 5 of F and the deficiency index of 5 is the Q-deficiency index of 11,

by Theorem 4.2; moreover, 93(5) =93+Uc35(¿).
Now let X be the isometric transformation

from 93++93- to 59?such that

A =XB. Then, as we know, X93+= 99?-,X93-= 99?+,and W=XQX~\ Therefore XPU=¿U = ¿93(5) is closed and has the JF-deficiency index (w, m+p)
or im+p, m) according as im+p, m) or (w, m+p) is the Q-deficiency index
of P9?, and consequently according as ip, 0) or (0, p) is the deficiency index
of 5. Thus 5 has the properties (1) and (2) of the theorem.

Now let 9? be a TF-symmetric manifold in 99?such that ¿93(5) c 9?. Then,
clearly F(9?)25

and, since 5 is maximal symmetric

and F(9?) symmetric,

this is possibleif and only if F(9?) =5. Thus 9í(¿) ■9?=¿93(5) while ¿93(5)
is closed, and therefore the boundary condition Af z 9? is obviously degenerate, so that 5 satisfies (3).
Finally, to conclude this section, we prove a theorem which establishes
unequivocally that the dependence on the operator A of the conditions given
in Theorems 4.8, 4.9, and 4.11 is not in any sense superficial.

Theorem 4.17. Let 99?be an arbitrary Hubert space, and let 99?+and 59?_
be Hubert spaces in 59?such that 99?©59?+= 59?".Let W be the linear transforma-

tion in 59?such that W = il on 59?+,W = —il on 99?".Let H be a closed linear
symmetric transformation in a Hubert space §, with deficiency index (N0, No)Then, if V is an arbitrary closed isometric transformation from 99?+to 99?_,
there exists a reduction operator C for F*, with range-space 59?and associated
unitary transformation W in 99?,such that the boundary condition Cf z 9?(7 —F)
is nondegenerate and defines a linear symmetric extension of H which is not
maximal and does not have a maximal closure. The operator C can be constructed
so as to be either of type I or of type II.
If 35(F) has the dimension number N0, there exists a second reduction operator D for F*, with range-space 99?and associated unitary transformation W in
99?,such that the boundary condition Df z 9?(7— F) is nondegenerate and defines
a maximal symmetric extension of F. Here D can be chosen either of type I or

of type II.
Our proof of this theorem requires that we first review the proof of Lemma
4.4, in order to take account of certain facts which are implicit there and
which, for present purposes, must be formally stated. We observe first that
the manifold 9? specified in the lemma is in the proof determined as an arbitrary maximal Q-symmetric extension of a Q-symmetric manifold 9?i in 8©*$,
where ty is the manifold in which Q = 7; and that 9?i is hypermaximal
Qisymmetric in 8©$, where Qi is the contraction of Q with domain 8©^3.
Accordingly, if the transformation D of Lemma 4.4 is such that +3■8+ = O
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number p, then 9? has Q-deficiency index (0, p).

Similarly, if 93•8_ = £), while 93■8+ has the dimension number p, then 9? has
the Q-deficiency index ip, 0). Furthermore, if 93-8+ and 93-8- both have the
dimension number N0, then 9? can be chosen with arbitrary Q-deficiency index (0, p) or (p, 0). These facts we hold in reserve for application later.
Now let Fi be an arbitrary maximal isometric extension from 93?+to 93?"
of the transformation F of the theorem to be proved, and let Fi have JF-deficiency index (0, p) ((p, 0)); further, let Ai be a nonnegative definite self-

adjoint transformation in 33++33", such that Ai^QAr'Q"1, where 33+, 33-,
and Q have the usual meanings, with reference to the transformation
77 of
Theorem 4.17. Then, by Theorem 3.1 the linear transformation
A with do-

main 33(F) +35(Ai), which is equal to 0 on 33(77) and to Ai on 35(AX)is a reduction operator for 77*. We consider two distinct cases: (1) A is unbounded
of type I with characteristic index (p, 0) ((0, p)) ; (2) A is unbounded of type

II and the intersections of 33+ and 33" with the manifold 93 on which Ai=7
are both Hilbert spaces. Since 77 has deficiency index (N0, N0), the results
of Chapter III, §2 assure the existence of reduction operators A satisfying
either requirement.
We now apply Lemma 4.4 to establish the existence in 35(Ar1) =9c(Ai)
of a maximal Q-symmetric manifold 9? such that Ar19? is closed linear Q-symmetric but not maximal; here we of course employ the relation A^^QAiQ-1.
Moreover, taking account of the paragraph immediately following Theorem
4.17, we see that under case (1) of the preceding paragraph, 9? has the Q-deficiency index ip, 0) ((0, p)), while under-case (2), 9? can be chosen with the
same Q-deficiency index. In the latter case, we assume that 9? is so chosen.
Applying Theorem 2.2, we next introduce the isometric transformation
U
from 33+ to 33~ such that 9? = 9?(7 —U). Then U has, under either of the cases

(1) and (2), the Q-deficiency index ip, 0) ((0, p)). Thus, by definition,
33-©9î(î/)

and 33+©35((7) have the same dimension numbers as 59?+©35(Fi)

and 90?-©9î(7i), respectively. Consequently, 35(í7), 9t(c7), 35(7i), and 9i(7i)
being Hilbert spaces, we can define an isometric transformation

F with do-

main 33++33-and range 99?such that F33~= 99?+,FS3+= 99?-,F9?(t/) =35(Fi),
and F35(i/) = 9?(Fi). Thus F9?= 9t(7-7i).
But, by Theorem 3.3, C = YA is a reduction operator for 77*, with rangespace 59?,and associated transformation
IF in 90?,since YQ^Y-1 is evidently
identical with W. Furthermore, the condition Cf 19?(7 —Fi) clearly defines the
same symmetric extension of 77 as the condition Af t 9t(7— U), that is, the extension 5 whose graph is 33+A1191; and 5 is clearly closed linear but not
maximal, since Ar19? is a closed linear manifold and not maximal Q-symmetric. The argument here is, of course, essentially that used to prove Theorem
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4.15. Hence, the condition Cf z 9Î(7— F) defines an extension P of F which
does not have a maximal symmetric closure, since we obviously have TBS.
Moreover, since 9î(7 —U) c9?(¿), we have

9?(7- F)S9Î(7-

Fi)c9?(C),

so that the condition Cf z 9?(7— F) is nondegenerate. Finally, since we have
shown that A can be either of type I or type II, C can be of either type also,
by Theorem 3.16. Thus the first portion of the theorem is completely proved.
We turn now to the second, and denote by («, q) the IF-deficiency index
of F. For purposes of simplification, we assume n^.q; the alternative possibility can be discussed along lines entirely similar to those which we pursue

in this case.
Setting p = n—q, we apply Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 to construct a reduction
operator A for F* such that ¿i is a nonnegative definite self-adjoint transformation in 93++9S- and such that the manifold on which ¿i = 7 is a linear
manifold in 93- with dimension number p. We then apply Lemma 4.4 and the
facts stated in the paragraph immediately following Theorem 4.17 to determine a maximal Q-symmetric manifold 9? in 93++93~ such that ¿i9? is closed
linear Q-symmetric with the Q-deficiency index iq, P+q).
Next, we introduce the isometric transformation
U from 93+ to 93~ such

that ¿i9? = 9i(7-P). Then, by definition, 93+©35(P)and 93-©9?(P) have
the dimension numbers q and p+q = n, respectively. Consequently,
ists an isometric transformation F from 93++93~ to 99?such that

there ex-

F93+= 99?-, F93- = 99?+, F35(P) = 9î(F), F9?(P) = 35(F).

Thus F9?(7-P) = 9Î(7-F).
But, again by Theorem 3.3, D=YA is a reduction operator for F*, with
range-space 59?and associated transformation IF in 59?;furthermore, 9Î(7— V)
clearly belongs to 9?(P), so that the boundary condition Df z 9?(7 —V) is nondegenerate. Therefore, since this boundary condition obviously defines a symmetric extension 5 of F with graph 93+9? and 9? is maximal Q-symmetric,
thé first assertion of the second paragraph of the theorem now follows at once
from Theorem 4.2. Finally, since it is evident from Theorem 3.13 that A can
be chosen either of type I or of type II, subject to our previous conditions,
we conclude from Theorem 3.16 that D can be of either type.
6. A special class of boundary conditions. From Theorem 4.17 we of
course conclude that the general result of Theorem 4.8 admits of no effective simplification. Consequently, in dealing with any particular concrete unbounded reduction operator A, one would naturally look for special properties
of A which might lead to less general but more readily applicable results. In
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this connection, both for its illustrative value and its usefulness in connection
with certain applications of the theory here developed, we now consider a
specialization of the general situation which we have heretofore been studying
and subject it to study by methods of a quite different sort from those em-

ployed in §4.
We require a preliminary

lemma.

Lemma 4.5. Let R be a transformation in a Hilbert space 8, with at least
one pointu in its resolvent set, and let (7c—ju7)_1 be totally continuous. Then, if T
is an arbitrary bounded transformation in 8 and X belongs to the resolvent set

of R+T,

iR+T— X7)_1 is totally continuous. In particular,

(7?—X7)_1is

totally continuous for every point X in the resolvent set of R.

We consider an arbitrary set U in 9?(it-f-7' —X7)=8, X being in the resolvent set of R+T. Then, if p is in the resolvent set of 7?,

35(7?- ixl) = 35(7?+ T - X7) = 9t((7c + T-

X7)"1)

and

iR+T

- X7)-'U = iR - ßI)-KRr- pI)iR + T - X7)-»U
= (7? - M7)-][(- T + (X - M)7)(7?+ T - X7)-1 + 7]U.

Now suppose U is a bounded set. Then, since

[(- 7-r-(X-M)7)(7?+r-X7)-']
is a bounded transformation,

[(- T + (X - ß)I)iR +T-

X7)-1 + 7]U

is a bounded set. Thus, if (7?—/u7)_1 is totally continuous,

it follows from the

above equation that iR+T—X7)_1U is compact. Thus iR+T—X7)_1 is totally
continuous, as we wished to show. Since, in particular, we can take T = 0,
the last statement of the lemma follows immediately, and the proof is com-

plete.
Theorem 4.18. Let 77 have the deficiency index in, «), and let A be a reduction operator of the sort described in Theorem 3.17, with range-space 8 ©8. Let
S be the self-adjoint transformation in §©8 which corresponds to A in accordance with Theorem 3.17. Let 35* be the set of elements f of 35* such that {/, 77*/}
is in 35(A), and let N and M be the operators, each with domain 35* and range

in 8, such that Nf=h and Mf=k if and only if A {/, 77*/}= {ft, ft}. Then
N and M are linear transformations.
If S has a totally continuous resolvent and L is an arbitrary bounded selfadjoint transformation in 8, then the boundary condition Af t 33(7), that is, the
requirement Mf=LNf, defines a self-adjoint extension of 77.
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The assertion concerning M and N is evident.
To prove the remainder of the theorem, we denote by Pi the transformation with domain § ©8 which is equal to O in § and to P in 8, and assume that
5 has a totally continuous resolvent. Then Pi is clearly a bounded self-adjoint
transformation
in §©8 and it is readily shown that 5 —Pi is self-adjoint.
Moreover, by Lemma 4.5, 5—Pi has a totally continuous resolvent; and it
can therefore be shown that the range of 5—Pi is the orthogonal complement
of its manifold of zeros.
Therefore, in particular, the equations F*/=/*, Mf—LNf=0 have a solution/in 35* for every/* in £>©!!, where U is the manifold of elements g of 35*

such that H*g = 0, Mf—LNf=0. But, by definition, every element/of 35*
such that Mf—LNf=0 belongs to the domain of F(93(P)), where we have
reverted to the notation of Definition 1.2; and F(93(P)) is symmetric, by
Theorems 1.5 and 2.7. Moreover, from the result of the preceding paragraph,
the range of F(93(P)) is the orthogonal complement of its manifold of zeros,

which we have denoted by 11. Thus 11 and §©11 reduce F(93(P)); in U,
F(93(P)) induces the self-adjoint transformation O ; and, in §©U, F(93(P))
induces a transformation
whose range is £>©U and which is therefore selfadjoint. Thus F(93(P)) itself is self-adjoint in § and the proof is complete.
The reader may observe that F(93(P)), being related very simply to a contraction of 5—Pi, has itself a totally continuous resolvent and thus a pure
point spectrum; we refrain, however, from discussing questions of this sort
here, but rather reserve them for separate consideration elsewhere.
The hypothesis that 5 has a totally continuous resolvent which appears
in Theorem 4.18 is more restrictive than is, in fact, necessary. For it imposes
a restriction on the behavior of the transformation F itself, and this can evidently have no effect on the behavior of the transformation A. However, both
the statement and the proof of the more general theorem which is possible
are considerably more involved than those of the one which we have given;
and, in all of the realizations which we have investigated, Theorem 4.18 applies whenever the more general result does. (In particular, this remark applies
to Example 4 of the first chapter; the reduction operator A described there
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.18.)
We have therefore refrained from giving the more general result here and
also from investigating further along lines suggested by Theorem 4.18 and
the fact already noted that every equivalence class of reduction operators
contains, when F has deficiency index (w, n), operators of the sort described
in Theorem 3.17 : investigations in this direction and other similar ones must
be guided to some extent by the nature of possible applications, of which we
have at present studied only a few.
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7. Real boundary conditions. If the transformation 77 is real with respect
to a conjugation J0 in §, then 77* is real with respect to J0 also and 77 has
deficiency index («, «).f In such a situation it is frequently important to determine those maximal symmetric extensions of 77 which are real with respect
to 70 and which are consequently self-adjoint. For the special case that A is
the reduction operator of Theorem 2.9, this problem has a simple solution
which is known;*, we consider here a more general case.

Theorem 4.19. Let 77 be real with respect to a conjugation Ja in §, and let J
be the transformation in ¡q®!q which takes {/, g] into [Jof, Jog}- Then, in accordance with Theorem 2.14, J permutes with Q in SB++33- and 33* is real with
respect to J.
Let A be a reduction operator for 77*, let 35(A) be real with respect to J, and let
Ji be a conjugation in the range-space 59?of A such that A J {/, 77*/} = JiA {/, 77*/}

for every {/, 77*/} ¿«35(A). Then Jx permutes with W.
Let V be an arbitrary closed isometric transformation from 99?+to 99?" such
that the boundary condition Af t 9?(7 —F) is nondegenerate. Then 77(7) is real
with respect to Jo if and only if 91(7 —7) is real with respect to Ji or, equiva-

lently, if and only if 7=Ji7-17i. Thus, if V=JiV~lJi, then 77(7) has deficiency index in, n); consequently 77(7) is self-adjoint if it is maximal symmetric,
essentially self-adjoint if 77(7) is maximal symmetric.
As we have noted in the statement of the theorem, the assertions of the
first paragraph are consequences of Theorem 2.14.
We now prove that /i permutes with W. Let {/, 77*/}, [g, H*g] be arbi-

trary elements of 35(Ai). Then

iJiAi{f, H*f},JiWAi{g, H*g}) = iAi{f,H*f],WA1{g,H*g})

= - i{f,H*f],Q{g,H*g}),
where the last inner product is formed in § ffi£. But

i{f,H*f},Q{g,H*g}) = iJ{f,H*f},Qj{g,H*g}),
since / permutes with Q; and

(/{/, H*f},Qj{g, H*g}) = -iAiJ{f,
Thus we have

= -iJ1A1{f,

77*/}, WA1j{g, H*g})
77*/}, WJlA1{g, H*g}).

VUiif, H*f],J1WA{g, H*g}) = CMi{/, 77*/}, WJiA{g, H*g})
f Stone, Theorems 9.13 and 9.14.

Í Stone, pp. 362-364.
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for all {/, H*f}, \g, H*g} in 35(¿i). But 7i¿i35(¿i) is dense in 99?and hence

JiWAi{g,H*g} = WJiAi{g,H*g}

for all \g, H*g] in 35(¿). Therefore JiW = WJi on 9í(¿). But 9í(¿) = 99í,
while JiW and WJi are continuous. Consequently JiW=WJi,
as we wished
to prove.
Now let V be the transformation described in the last paragraph of the
theorem. We note first that HiV) is real with respect to 70 if and only if its
graph is real with respect to 7; furthermore, 93 is clearly real with respect to 7,
since F is real with respect to 70. Hence, setting

»i(F(F)) = 93(F(F))-(93++ 93-),
we conclude that HiV) is real with respect to 70 if and only if 93i(F(F))
is real with respect to 7; and thus, by Theorem 2.12, if and only if

7iBi(F(F))=93i(F(F)).
We shall now show that the latter equation holds if and only if
9î(7 —V) is real with respect to 7i, beginning with the observation that

71¿i93i(F(F))=¿i793i(F(F)). Hence, if 793i(F(F)) =93i(F(F)), we must
have 7i¿i93i(F(F))=¿i93i(F(F)), and the latter implies that ¿i93i(F(F))
is real with respect to 7i, by Theorem 2.12. Hence, since 9? = 9Î(7 —F) is the
closure of ¿i93i(F(F)),
9? is real with respect to 7i, again by Theorem 2.12.
On the other hand, suppose 9?= 9?(7 —F) is real with respect to 7i. Then,
since 7i¿ {/, H*f} is in 9í(¿) for every {/, F*/} in 35(¿), 9Í(¿) is real with
respect to 7i and therefore 9?-9í(¿) is also. But

Ar^MA)]

= 93i(F(F))

and
Ar'tyl-MiA)] =¿r]71[9?-9í(¿)]

=7¿r1[9?-9í(¿)].

Consequently 793i(F(F)) =93i(F(F)).
Thus, combining the results of the two preceding paragraphs,

we con-

clude that HiV) is real with respect to 70 if and only if 9?= 9?(7—F) is real
with respect to 7i; and, as we have already shown that W permutes with 7i,
the equivalence of the condition that 9? be real with respect to 7 and the con-

dition V^JV^J

follows from Theorem 2.13.

We are thus left to prove only the assertions of the final sentence in the
theorem. This, however, requires only the observation that HiV) is evidently
real with respect to 70 when HiV) is; the statements in question then follow
from the results already established and Theorem 9.14 of the book of Stone
previously cited.
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We point out that the hypothesis of the existence of the conjugation Ji
is necessary and does not follow from the reality of 77 and 77*; the hypothesis
is, however, in accord with the situation which exists in the theory of differential operators. If such an assumption is not introduced, apparently little
of interest can be said concerning those boundary conditions which define
real extensions of 77.
Theorem 4.19 has, of course, a special interpretation
for the boundary
conditions considered in Theorem 4.18; we leave the formulation of this to
the reader.
8. Formulation of boundary conditions. In developing our theory we have
found it necessary only to use the representations A/e 9?, or A/e9î(7 —F) for
the boundary conditions under consideration. In the applications of the theory, however, different statements of the conditions may be found convenient. We now discuss briefly some of these. We consider an arbitrary
nondegenerate boundary condition Af t 9?, 9? being closed linear IF-sym-

metric.
If {#,.}, « = 1, 2,- • ■, is an arbitrary sequence which determines the
closed linear manifold 59?©9?, the condition Af t 9? is evidently equivalent to
the conditions (A/, </>„)=0, « = 1, 2, • • • . Now let {^m} be a complete
orthonormal

set in 99?, and let 4>n=^2mämn\J/m, « = 1, 2, • • • ; Af='^2,mbmif)i¡/m,

for each Af in 9?. Then

(A/, <bn)=^2mamnbm(f).

Accordingly,

since the se-

quences {bm(f)} are evidently in one-to-one correspondence with the elements
A/in 9?, the condition A/ t 9? is equivalent to the conditions ^2mamnbm(f) =0,
« = 1, 2, • • • . If 59?is a Hilbert space, there is, in general, an infinite number
of these equations-; if 59?is unitary, there is only a finite number.
We may point out that the form of representation of the boundary conditions generally used in the theory of ordinary differential equations is precisely of the sort just described.
Another simple representation of the boundary conditions is a parametric
one. If 9? is IF-symmetric in 90?and F is the isometric transformation from

90?+to 99?-such that 9?= 8Î(7-F),

we may regard the manifold 35(7) as a

space of parameters and define the domain of 77(7) as that set of elements/
of 35* such that Af is defined and satisfies the equation Af=h —Vh for some
ft in 35(7). In this connection, we observe that we are at liberty to choose
coordinates in 99?+and in 99?as we please.
Finally, we consider the special case where A is a reduction operator of
the kind described in Theorem 3.17. Here, the range of A is in a space 8©8,
and we can set A/= {Nf, Mf}, where Nf and Mf have the same meanings
as in Theorm 4.18. In this case, if 9? is a closed 17-symmetric manifold in
8©8, then by Theorem 2.10, there exists a uniquely determined closed linear
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manifold U in 8 and a uniquely determined Hermitian transformation
L in
8©U, such that the condition Af z 9? is equivalent to the condition
Mf=LNf+h,
where A is in U. In particular, the boundary conditions of potential theory are of this form. Moreover, M. Morse has found essentially
this form of representation useful in connection with comparison theorems
for systems of ordinary differential equations of the second order, f In the
terminology of Morse, the space 8©U is the "accessory end-plane," and the
form (A, PA) the "accessory end-form."
9. Homogeneous boundary value problems. The theory which we have
developed (particularly the results of Chapter IV, §4) provides information
concerning the solvability of the equation F*/—X/=/* under a restriction
Af z 9?, where 9? is a IF-symmetric manifold in 59?.For example, if the boundary condition Af z 9? defines a self-adjoint extension of F, and if/* is an arbitrary element of ¡Q, X an arbitrary complex such that 3(X)?¿0, then there
exists one and only one element/of 35* such that F*/—X/=/*, Af z 9?.
The theory of differential equations suggests quite naturally that we
should consider, as well as questions of the above sort, problems of the following kind : given a linear manifold 9? in 99?, to determine an element / of 35*
such that H*f—X/=0, £<r¿/=A, where X is a complex number and A a preassigned element of 9?. We bring this paper to its end with a few observations
concerning such problems.

Theorem 4.20. Let V be an arbitrary closed isometric transformation from
59?+ to 99?- such that HiV) is a maximal symmetric extension of H. Let
9? = 9î(7 —F), and let X belong to the resolvent set of HiV). Then, for every
element A of an everywhere dense linear manifold in +3= 59?©9?, there exists

a solution f of the equation H*f—\f=0 such that Af is defined and E%Af=h;
if ty belongs to the range of A in particular, if A is bounded, then a solution f
exists for every A in ty. Moreover, f is uniquely determined by A.

To prove this theorem, we note first that if X is in the resolvent set of
HiV), every element g of 35* has a unique resolution of the form g=fi+f,
where/i belongs to 35(F(F)) and/ is a solution of the equation H*f—X/=0;
to demonstrate this, we have only to set

/i = (77(F) - X7)-<(/7*- XI)g,

f=g-fi.

In particular, every element g such that A g is defined can be written in this
form and, for such an element, since Af is defined by hypothesis, ¿/is also.
Furthermore,
for every such g, EyAg = E<$Af, since Af is in 9? = 99?©^5.
t M. Morse,
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Therefore, the system 77*/—X/=0, E%Af=h has a solution/for every element
ft in 72$9c(A). But 9Î(A) is dense in 90?and 72$9?(A) is therefore a dense linear
manifold in 93. Moreover, if $ belongs to 9t(A) (and this is necessarily true

when A is bounded) we have 72^9?(A)=93.
Thus it remains only to prove that the solution/is unique. Let us suppose
that/i and/2 are two solutions for the same element ft of 93. Then A(/i—/2)

belongs to 90?©93= 9?. Thus/i-/2

is in the domain of 77(7). But

HiV)if!- ft) - Hfi - ft) = 0
and X is in the resolvent set of 77(F). Hence /i=/2, and/is
uniquely determined by ft, as we wished to show.
It is interesting to observe that suitably modified formulations of the
Dirichlet and Neumann problems of potential theory can be described in
terms of the abstract problem considered in Theorem 4.20. Furthermore, the
so-called boundary value problem of the third kind is closely connected with
a problem of this sort, as the following theorem suggests :
Theorem 4.21. Let A be a reduction operator of the sort described in Theorem 3.17 with range-space 8 ©8, and let M and N have the same meanings as in
Theorem 4.18. Let L be a bounded self-adjoint transformation in 8, and let the
boundary condition Af t 33(7) be nondegenerate and define a maximal symmetric
extension of 77. Then if X is in the resolvent set of the extension so defined, the
system

77*/-X/=0,

LNf - Mf = k

has a unique solution f for every element ft of an everywhere dense linear manifold

in 8.
According to Theorem 4.20, the system

77*/-X/=0,
has a unique solution/for
where 93= (8©8)©33(7).

E*{Nf,Mf] = {r,s}

every element {r, s] in a dense linear subset of 93,
Since L is self-adjoint, in the second equation

above, we can set r = 7ft, s= —ft.Then {Nf, Mf} = {Lh, —h] + {t, Lt], where
t is some element of 8. Thus

LNf = L2h + Lt,
Therefore LNf-Mf=iL2+I)h.

H*f - y = 0,

Mf = - h + Lt.

Thus the solution/ of the system

E%{Nf,Mf} = {Lh, - ft}

is also a solution of the system

/7*/-X/=0,

LNf-Mf=k,
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with k = (P2+7)A. Conversely, it is easily shown that a solution/of the second
system determines a solution of the first, again with A= (P2+7)A. Therefore,
since the equation A= (P2+7)A is readily shown to determine a one-to-one
linear bicontinuous correspondence between the elements A of 8 and the elements {PA, —A} of $, the theorem follows.
If, in particular, the transformation 5 in §©8, associated with A by
Theorem 3.17, satisfies the hypothesis of the second paragraph of Theorem
4.18, we are able to attack questions of the sort considered in Theorem 4.21
by methods similar to those used in proving Theorem 4.18.

Theorem 4.22. Let A, 2, M, N, and S have the same meanings as in Theorem 4.18, and let S have a totally continuous resolvent. Let L be an arbitrary
bounded self-adjoint transformation in 2, and let T be the extension of H determined by the boundary condition, Af z 93(P); that is to say, by the condition
LNf=Mf. Let \be a real number, and let (P—X7)_1 exist. Then the system

H*f - X/ = 0,

Mf - LNf = A

has one and only one solution f for every h in 2.

In view of Theorem 1.3, it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the case

X= 0.
Again we introduce the transformation Pi used in the proof of Theorem
4.18. Then, since 5—Pi has a totally continuous resolvent, it is a simple task
to show that the origin is either in its point spectrum or its resolvent set; we
omit the details. Since T~l exists, it is clear that the origin cannot belong to
the point spectrum of 5—Pi; therefore, it belongs to the resolvent set. Accordingly, the equation (5—Pi) {f,k} = {0,h} has a unique solution {/, k}
in §©8 for every A in 8. Consequently, since/is then a solution of the system

F*/=0, Mf—LNf=h, the proof is complete.
To conclude, we suggest two simple
of Theorem 4.22. First, if X is a real
transformation P, and 'iß= AU, where
be shown that $ has a finite dimension

7J*/-X/=0,

generalizations, in different directions,
number in the point spectrum of the
U is the manifold of zeros of P, it can
number and that the system

Mf - LNf = A

has a solution/ for every A in 8©"$, but the solution is not unique. Second,
Theorem 4.22 can be extended to cover the case that X is not real, by taking
account of the fact that the transformation in §©8 which takes {/, Nf} into
{H*f—\f, Mf} is normal. We leave to the reader the proof of these assertions.
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